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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Objective. To illustrate how early researchers established the foundation for today's 
hybrid com seed industry. This was initially accomplished by individuals, then later via 
institutions with governmental involvement, and ultimately the private sector and 
commercial industry. Most early traditional studies concerning the history of com have 
independently accounted for its origins and ancestry. For example, distinguished 
academician, Paul C. Mangelsdorf, compiled extensive data concerning the ancestry of com. 
In addition, businessmen, such as the esteemed statesman Henry A. Wallace, have authored 
historical business aspects of the modem-day hybrid com seed industry. Initially, the purely 
scientific aspects of maize breeding and genetics were investigated in university settings. 
Few of the early researchers have recognized the contributions of the first historic scientific 
discoveries (farm experiments), nor linked them to the current status of modem research 
(gene manipulation). Furthermore, few published works explore the background information 
required for successful multi-disciplined approaches regarding the academics of agriculture, 
business, and history. Recognition of the accomplishments of early researchers (chapter 2), 
combined with the life cycle of com (chapter 3), and its anatomy (chapter 4), provides a basis 
for better appreciation of the challenges that modem-day breeders face (chapter 5). Future 
works will investigate hybrid com seed producers' recent entrance into multinational 
corporations, the globalization process of com production, and the subject and controversies 
of genetically modified organisms (GMO). 
Introduction. Agricultural historians traditionally have overlooked the critical 
relationships and associations between business and agriculture. In the same way, business 
historians have been reluctant to examine the origins and development of agricultural 
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practices. These shortcomings exist both in the United States and abroad. Each discipline 
seems to fear to cross the boundary into another's territory or field of expertise. Agriculture 
historians intuitively tend to align with sociologists and economists, and attribute agricultural 
practices to cultural, social, legislative, and political influences. Historically, the role of 
business in agriculture has been underrepresented. The practical applications and learned 
experiences of "simple discoveries" have often had tremendous business implications. The 
triangular relationship between _agriculture, business, and research has rarely been analyzed 
with historical perspective. The scholarly bias of agricultural historians tends to view 
agriculture business history as a vocational study, which, like academic business studies, 
suffers from its immediate practical applications and businesslike subjectivity. 
Outline of Chapters. The chronology of events is not linear or accumulative from 
chapter to chapter. Chapter 2 describes the early pioneers of science responsible for the 
discovery and initial understanding of com as a seed crop. The chapter begins with 
Columbus's discovery of com in the New World. It also includes Tull's introduction of 
modem tillage practices, Hales's grain storage innovatio_ns and improvements, Linnaeus's 
species nomenclature, de Saussure's fermentation and germination discoveries, 
Boussingault's compost studies, Lawes's and Gilbert's research station experiments, 
Mendel's theory of heredity, and Darwin's hypothesis of natural selection. These researchers, 
and many others not mentioned here, have contributed to our present-day foundation of 
scientific knowledge. Most, if not all, successful theories of hybrid com development can be 
traced back to the monumental works of Darwin and Mendel. Several paths were taken from 
these early theories, and have culminated in today's hybrid com seed industry. However, first 
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we must re-visit earlier times, when pure observation and trial and error methods led to 
important discoveries and innovations. 
Chapter 3 reviews the historical origins of com, its growing conditions, and climatic 
requirements, first with a global perspective and then specifically within the U.S. Com Belt 
region. Weather factors, such as rainfall and temperatures, and weather management 
techniques in regards to seedbed preparation, soil type, and planting depth also are discussed. 
In addition, a calendar year of expectant weather conditions and growth cycle of com in a 
south central Iowa farm are described. 
Chapter 4 provides critical aspects about com anatomy and the pattern of growth of . 
com. The male and female inflorescence, fertilization process, kernel growth, and 
environmental necessities (nutritional requirements) highlight the germination cycle and are 
discussed in greater detail. General com plant growth is divided into two stages, vegetative 
and maturation stages, and reproduction and kernel growth stages. 
Chapter 5 reviews the sequence of historic hybrid com discoveries made in the 
United States. The gradual shift from academic institutional research to private business 
research and the impact of com research upon the world is discussed. Finally, future research 
projects, such as genetic engineering, are addressed. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE BEDROCK OF CORN: 
FROM RUDIMENTAL FARMING INNOVATIONS TO 
SCIENTIFIC DOCTRINE 
The Origins of Corn. The discovery of so-called modem-day com is attributed to 
Christopher Columbus, who witnessed Cuban Indians farming com or maize, in November 
1492.1 Historical writings, especially at the time of Columbus, generally held an Euro-centric 
perception of the world. However, the true precursor of American com most likely originated 
in the highlands of Peru and southern Mexico. An approximately three-inch fossilized ear of 
com, estimated to be several thousands years old, was discovered beneath Mexico City. It is 
hypothesized that Indians native to the local area first cultivated com.2 Com cultivation 
followed the movement of the early American peoples to the Rio Grande by 700 AD and 
north to the coast of Maine by 1000 AD.3 At one of the original locations, Mexico, com was 
traced to indigenous wild grasses. Two native wild grasses of southern Mexico, gama grass 
and inteosinte, are closely related to modem-day com. Surprisingly, actual com itself has 
never been found growing wild in nature. Many naturalists believe that com developed from 
inteosinte, which more closely resembles com than any other wild grass. Other researchers 
believe that both com and inteosinte originated independently from a common ancestor. 
Research reveals that both of these plant species have a tassel at the top and tassel-like 
structures on long, lateral branches. These plants are hermaphroditic; that is, all tassels bare 
1 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffi of Life (1985), p. 8; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed 
Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 27-37; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement 
(1974), pp. 161, 206. 
2 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffi of Life (1985), pp. 17-18; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution 
and Improvement (1974), p. 207. · 
3 This characteristic movement is termed "genetic drift." It results when a variety of a new specie 
evolves from a finite specimen of the same gene pool than the first one. This helps explain com adaptability and 
expansion later to Asia-China, Burma, and Philippines. See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution 
and Improvement (1974), p. 143, for additional "genetic drift" explanation. 
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male flowers on the upper part of the tassel and female flowers on the lower part. With the 
passage of time, the top tassels eventually only produced pollen and the lateral branches only 
produced seed. The latter branches were ultimately enclosed by husks and evolved into com 
ears.4 
Known original locations of com production include Mexico and Central America. 
Early varieties included flint, soft, gourd-seed, and sweet-type com. To select com for 
farming, Indians and early white settlers used a simple mass-selection process. Throughout 
the 1600s the art of husbandry slowly evolved into a science. For example, scholars suspect 
that modem-day dent com varieties originated by crossing gourd-seed and flint com. 5 
European explorers, such as Champlain, found an early form of com growing along 
the banks of the Kennebec River in Maine in 1605. Pilgrims arriving in Plymouth in 1620 
discovered Indians planting com. By 1650, oyer 600 bushels of com were reportedly 
exported from the colonies, and by 1800, com exportation had increased to greater than two 
million bushels per year. After American pioneers began their great westward migration into 
what is now known as the Corn Belt, com production and com yields increased 
exponentially. After explorers returned to Europe with com during the 1600s, com 
cultivation rapidly spread into Spain, Italy, southeastern Europe, India, Africa, and China. 
Com's migration was greatest throughout the temperate and sub-tropical regions of the 
4 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, The Origin and Nature of the Ear of Maize (1945), p. 37. 
5 Mass selection is the traditional method for which man intentionally manipulated com improvement. 
This is accomplished by visually· selecting com seed from the most desired com plants. Because com cross-
fertilizes easily, the selected seeds are planted en masse, which produces a complex mixture of hybrids. Robert 
W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, &ed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. vi, 75; Henry A. Wallace and Earl 
N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 24-25; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin, 
Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 210. 
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world. The newly introduced tropical flints of the West Indies were the most popular 
varieties in Europe. 6 
Between 1600 and 1800, numerous important scientific discoveries were reported. 
Several of these breakthroughs were independently achieved and were not linked to previous 
research. However, in toto, the results of these discoveries provided the foundation for the 
great advances made by later scientists in discovering the secrets of com. The following is an 
incomplete, but significant, selection of noteworthy research trailblazers and their 
discoveries, which provided a sound basis upon which more modem-day scientists ( chapter 
5) based their experiments. 
Jethro Tull. An English agriculturist, Jethro Tull (1674-1741), developed the first 
system of modem tillage, use of the machine drill for sowing seed, and the concept of row 
planting. Tull was born into an English land-owning family. He enjoyed music, was a lawyer, 
and was interested in a career in politics. After marrying, Tull, for an unknown reason, left 
London and moved to Oxfordshire to farm. During the late 1700s, English farmers tilled their 
fields using wooden plows. The more fortunate farmers owned oxen-powered plows 
equipped with an iron edge to tum the soil. The sowing of seed was accomplished by either 
dropping seed into the furrow produced by the plow, or by broadcasting the seed, that is, 
manually throwing the seed across the field. On smaller plots of land, farmers used a simple 
dibbing stick to make a shallow channel in the soil for subsequent seed planting. 7 Tull's 
belief, which was later disproved by subsequent studies, was that the roots of plants "have 
6 See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin, Evolution and Improvement (1974), pp.143, 201-206 for 
greater elaboration about the migration of com and possibility of an Old World origin for com. E. J. Kahn, Jr., 
The Staffs of Life (1985), pp. 6-7. · 
7 Lord Emle, English Farming: Past and Present, 6th ed. (.1961), pp. 170-71; Grant G. Cannon, Great 
Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 21; Alan I Marcus, Agricultural Science and the Quest for Legitimacy: 
Farmers, Agricultural Colleges, and Experiment Stations, 1870-1890 (1985), p. 29. 
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lacteal, sucking mouths that ingest particles of earth so small they can be seen only through a 
huge microscope. "8 The widely held theory at that time was that manure broke the soil into 
minute particles that were required to nourish plants. Tillage, therefore, ensured better seed 
nourishment by turning the soil over more deeply and uniformly. For example, it was noted 
that food crop yields increased when the seed was grown on well treated, cultivated soil.9 
Tull hated farm economics, i.e. the high cost of buying seed, the low price paid for 
crop, and especially the cost and unreliability of the farm labor market. His dislike of farm 
labor drove him to shift the use of his land to a perennial crop that eliminated the yearly 
labor-intensive seed planting process. Tull also discovered that the profitable trefoil plant, 
( commonly grown at the time) grew best when each plant was allowed one square foot of 
growing space. His experiments revealed that greater yields could be achieved despite fewer 
seeds sown. This engendered the scorn of laborers who refused to plant additional acres of 
trefoil. The laborers feared that the practices of Tull would undercut their position and 
market control (foreshadowing future labor disputes). This labor obstacle forced Tull to 
conceive and develop a mechanical method of planting seed. The innovations of Tull cut 
labor costs and also achieved the advantage of greater planting uniformity. His "contraption" 
consisted of a rotating wagon wheel that, at prescribed intervals, activated a spring which 
released a seed down a grooved tongue into a plowed channel. Tull named his drill after the 
ancient method used by farmers of hand planting seed directly into the soil. He later adapted 
8 G. E. Fussell, Jethro Tull: his influence on mechanized agriculture (1973), p. 47; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 23. 
9 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 26. 
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his machine drill to plant turnip, barley, and clover. Tull's innovative machine drill increased 
farm yields despite using 75 percent less seed. 10 
Jethro Tull became ill in 1711, and while convalescing in France, he noticed that the 
French vineyard owners cultivated between the grapevine rows. This practice allowed easier 
weeding with less risk of harm to the young crop. Tull developed and built two- and three-
pronged cultivators named bidens and tridens, respectfully. Although he dubbed the process 
"horse-hoeing," he actually used bulls to power the cultivators. Uniform rows encouraged the 
new process of horse hoeing, which in turn provided more effective weed control. 11 
Tull continued his experiments and wrote a book entitled Horse-hoeing Husbandry; 
or, An Essay on the Principles of Tillage and Vegetation, wherein is taught a Method of 
introducing a sort of Vinyard [sic] Culture into the Corn-Fields, in order to increase their 
Product and diminish the Common Expense, in 1733.12 At the time, Stephen Switzer, a 
progressive English agricultural writer, and his. followers condemned Tull's work. 
Nevertheless, Tull's friends encouraged him to organize his notes for later publications. Tull 
published a book describing his theories, some of which were later proved inaccurate. 
However, for the most part, his writings were very influential within the scientific 
community. Foreign contemporaries, such as French author Frarn;ios Marie Arouet (known 
as Voltaire) and George Washington, read his publications. His innovations were so 
successful that several great English landowners, such as Lords Cathcart, Ducie, and Halifax 
10 G. E. Fussell, Jethro Tull: his irifluence on mechanized agriculture (1973), p. 92; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 27-28. 
11 Lord Emle, English Farming: Past and Present, 6th ed. (1961), p. 171; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men 
of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 30-3 I. 
12 The 1733 version, which most often is cited, was published in partial recourse for criticism Tull had 
received on his original work. The actual original version of this. work was entitled Specimen of a work on 
horse-hoeing husbandry and published in 1731. Lord Emle, English Farming: Past and Present, 6th ed. (1961), 
p. 169; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963),.-pp. 22, 31. 
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adopted his system of farming. Tull's prototypes of plows, cultivators, and drill machines 
were improved upon by American inventors Eli Whitney and Cyrus McCormick, which led 
to greater improvements in harvesting and crop handling methods. 13 
The work of Tull directly influenced global agriculture. His seed-laying machine 
immediately changed farm economics by improving the seed sewing process. Farm life also 
benefited from Tull's improved weeding, cultivating, and harvesting techniques, which 
decreased labor requirements and reduced seed costs. These benefits are witnessed even, 
today in the long, systematically organized cornfields found throughout the world. As crop 
planting and harvesting processes became more mechanized, new and improved methods of 
grain storage became critically important as we will next see. 
Stephen Hales. Stephen Hales (1677-1761) was a minister and physiologist who 
researched sap flow in flora, and developed fumigation and ventilation methods for improved 
grain storage. Hales questioned nature and hoped nature, in tum, would provide answers via 
his experiments. Although his earlier studies concerned arterial and venous blood pressure in 
animals, his most exciting scientific breakthroughs benefited botanists and plant 
physiologists (and ultimately farmers) more than zoologists. These latter experiments 
included documenting flow rates, quantities, and pressures of plant sap. He also investigated 
plant and animal health issues, such as grain fumigation for killing the destructive weevil, 
ventilators for drying stored grain, and procedures for extending shelf life of stored meats.14 
Hales was born into a well-to-do family and was admitted as a divinity student to 
Bene't College (presently Corpus Christi) of Cambridge University in 1696. Hales studied 
13 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 31-32. 
14 A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), p. 12; 
Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 37. 
the classics, ethics, logic, religion, and other subjects expected of a young student. While still 
a divinity student Hales was reportedly influenced by Sir Isaac Newton, a noted professor at 
that time, and also began studying the characteristics of blood pressure in animals. Because 
he abhorred vivisection, he abandoned animal studies in favor of plant research. He 
concentrated upon plant sap flow. Researchers of the period sought to compare the 
circulatory systems of animals and plants. The experiments ·of Hales compared the measured 
rates of transpiration in different plants, and the climatic effects upon a plant's water weight 
gain or imbibition. From his experiments, Hales determined that, per unit of surface area, an 
average man perspired three times as much as a sunflower. However, per unit of weight, 
sunflowers perspired seven times more than man did.15 
Upon graduation, Hales preached at two parishes, which provided him adequate 
income to pursue his scientific work. Hales expanded his experiments to include 
investigation of the causes of sap flow. During this period of research, he developed a crude 
thermometer to monitor soil and air temperature. This, in turn, led to experiments concerning 
the importance of transporting moisture to the leaves. 
Hales was admitted to England's Royal Society on 6 March 1718. William Stukeley, 
M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., and Sir Isaac Newton, who served as President of the Chair, had 
nominated him.16 Hales presented the results of his experiments in Vegetable Staticks, or 
Statical Essays, and the Royal Society published his work in 1727, 17 In one experiment, 
Hales collected sap by attaching the bladder of an animal (later replaced by a glass tube) to 
15 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 38; A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen 
Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), p. 61. 
16 A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), pp. 
59-60. 
17 Ibid., p. 109. 
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an incision along a plant stem. He used this apparatus to measure sap flow rate. Other 
experiments concerned comparing variations of growth rates in different parts of the plant 
(spatial) and during different parts of the day or growing season (temporal). For example, he 
noted that growth was most rapid in the most fragile or newest part of the plant. 18 
His realm of experimentation expanded to include characterization of gases produced 
when heat was applied to grain (i.e. beer fermentation). He conducted his own re-breathing 
experiments and confirmed the importance of fresh air for plant growth. From this concept, 
he developed the process of ventilation via pumping bellows, a method that was later utilized 
in slave ships, hospitals, and prisons. He augmented his basic ideas of ventilation to develop 
the process of drying stored wet grains via air pumps run by windmill power. Later 
experiments included burning sulfur to create fumes that saturated grain and killed insects 
(i.e. fumigation). Finally, he devised a system of meat preservation in response to seafaring 
captains' complaints of spoiled meat. The process he developed forced salt or brine through 
the arteries and veins of a freshly killed animai, thereby preserving the meat more uniformly 
than ever before possible. 19 
The works of Hales inspired other researchers, and had far-reaching impact. Nearly a 
century later Swiss chemist and naturalist, Nicholas de Saussure, used Hales's work on plant 
respiration during his own investigations. In addition, French chemist, Antoine Laurent 
Lavoisier, expanded upon Hales's experiments of re-breathing air.20 The discoveries made by 
Hales directly influences present-day com processing procedures. His ventilation theory is 
18 Francis Darwin, "Stephen Hales 1677-1761," ed. F. W. Oliver, Makers of British Botany: A 
Collection of Biographies by Living Botanists (1913), p. 82. 
19 A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), p. 
147; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 47-49. 
20 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 50; A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen 
Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), p. 95. 
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the foundation for high-tech com drying and :fumigation processes and has continued to be of 
value in protecting com from rodents and diseases. 
Carl von Linne.21 Carolus Linnaeus (English name) (1707-1778), was a Swedish 
botanist and devised the modem system of botanical nomenclature. 22 Fell ow student and 
close personal friend, Peter Artedi, independently organized fish nomenclature. Artedi shared 
with Linnaeus in establishing nomenclature standards of classification for animal, insect, 
bird, and mineral. Traditionally, the names of plants and animals had been based upon 
geological or cultural location. Linnaeus established uniform classification systems and 
introduced artificial or man-made standards of organization. His organizational systems 
permitted a transparent flow of information, and eventually discredited Biblical myths, 
superstitions, and folklore. In time, his works gained scientific and finally worldwide 
acceptance. 23 
Linnaeus's father, Nils Ingemarsson Linnaeus, was a pastor and an avid gardener. He 
encouraged Linnaeus to grow his own plants. Linnaeus was also expected to follow his 
father's example and become a minister. However, Linnaeus's headmaster encouraged him 
to pursue studies in medicine and botany.24 In 1728, at Sweden's University ofUppsala, his 
studies and research fell under the keen eye of Olaf Celsius, a botanist and Professor of. 
21 Tore Frangsmyr, "Editor's Introduction," Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr 
(1983), p. vii. 
22 See Sydney Howard Vines, "Robert Morison 1620-1683 and John Ray 1627-1705," Makers of 
British Botany: A Collection of Biographies by Living Botanists, ed. F. W. Oliver (1913), p. 15. It was from 
John Ray's Historia that Linnaeus learned the morphological principles and terminology of Joachim Jung that 
the basis of his own work in Descriptive Botany, and rendered possible the elaboration of his system of 
classification. 
23 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 53; Heinz Goerke, translated from 
the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), pp. 12, 93; Sten Lindroth, "The Two Faces of Linnaeus," 
Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), pp. 16-23; Tore Frangsmyr, "Linnaeus as a 
Geologist," Linnaeus: '[he Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), p. 143. 
24 Heinz Goerke, translated from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), pp. 13-15. 
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Theology and Oriental Languages (uncle of Anders Celsius, whose research standardized 
thermometer calibration). Olof Rudbeck, also a faculty member, was greatly impressed by 
Linnaeus's work. With the backing of both Celsius and Rudbeck, Linnaeus gained enough 
financial support to allow him time to lecture and prepare several important papers. In 1730, 
Linnaeus presented to professor Olaf Celsius, his work titled, Praeludia Sponsalorium 
Plantarum, or Prelude to the Bretrothals of Plants (modem title: Preliminaries on the 
Marriage of Plants). His paper was an immediate scholarly success. Fellow students and 
professors read and copied his work.25 
Two years later, in 1732, Linnaeus traveled north to Lapland. For the next five 
months, he lived off the land and examined native plants, insects, and minerals. He kept 
detailed notes classifying his discoveries, and.collected and brought back samples of endemic 
wild life. Many of these had never been seen before. Upon his return to Uppsala, he 
organized his data and lectured for two years about his discoveries. Linnaeus then traveled to 
the University ofHarderwijk in East Holland, earned his Doctor of Medicine degree in 1738, 
and then practiced medicine in Stockholm. In 1742, he was appointed Professor of Botany at 
the University of Uppsala. Several of his students became well-known within the field of 
botany; these included Daniel Solander, who traveled the South Pacific with explorer Captain 
Cook; Peter Kalm, who traveled throughout North America; and Carl Thunberg, who 
traveled throughout Africa and the Far East and later became known as the Linnaeus of 
Japan.26 
25 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 54-58; Heinz Goerke, translated 
from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), p. 19; Gunnar Eriksson, "Linnaeus the Botanist," 
Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), pp. 65-67. 
26 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 61-66; Heinz Goerke, translated 
from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), pp. 21-23; Tore Frangsmyr "Linnaeus as a Geologist," 
Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), pp. 113-115. 
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In 1737, two highly esteemed patrons of Linnaeus, Dr. Johann F. Gronovius (a Dutch 
botanist) and Isaac Lawson (a Scot), provided funds to publish his catalytic work Systema 
nat~rae, or The System of Nature. In this paper, Linnaeus organized and labeled all known 
nature according to his standardized format. Linnaeus gave com the proper name of Zea 
mays.27 His next works, Bibliotheca botanica (Book of Botany), Fundamenta botanica 
(Fundamental of Botany), Genera plantarum (The Genera of Plants), Flora Lapponica (Flora 
of Lapland), Critica botanica (Discourse of Botany), and Hortus Cliffortianus (The Clifford 
Garden) focused on animals, vegetables, and minerals. In these works he divided large 
groups into classes; each class was split into more refined groups named orders; each order 
was further divided into genus; and each genus was subdivided into species. The category, 
species, would identify the life forms, which could reproduce freely between themselves. 
Finally, similar members within a species were sub-classified into varieties.28 
His organized approach systemized and standardized all of nature and was used as a 
springboard for later discoveries. Linnaeus devised a binomial method of nomenclature that 
eliminated lengthy descriptions based upon non-exact and subjective visual appearances. For 
example, his system used Latin names of plants to describe generic and specific attributes of 
the plant, such as the number of stamens. Present day labels or titles are assigned by 
international agreements based upon Linnaeus's rules of nomenclature. 29 
27 Goerke Heinz, translated from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), pp. 27-28; E. J. 
Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 5. 
28 Heinz Goerke, translated from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), pp. 29-30; Gunnar 
Eriksson, "Linnaeus the Botanist," Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), p. 81; Grant 
G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 63; Gunnar Broberg, "Linnaeus's Classification of 
Man," Linnaeus: The Man and His Work, ed. Tore Frangsmyr (1983), p. 173. 
29 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 64. 
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The contributions of Linnaeus extended beyond nomenclature and classification. 
During his later years he experimented with plant cross-pollination, thus creating hybrids. 30 
His other contributions included the theories that disease originated from microscopic 
organisms and that whales were not fish, but actually belonged in the mammalian species. 
The original works of Linnaeus live on; his work, Systema naturae, has grown from ten to 
two thousand five hundred (2,500) pages, and to date, seventeen editions have been 
published. His research and stl,ldies served as a foundation for botanist Gregor Mendel, who 
investigated genetics and methodology for the hybridization of plants. 31 
Nicolas Theodore de Saussure. Nicolas de Saussure (1745-1845), a Swiss chemist 
and naturalist, was fascinated by plant nutrition and respiration. He also investigated the 
processes of fermentation and germination. It is widely believed that de Saussure was greatly 
influenced by his family lineage of scientists and. scholars. De Saussure was born unto a 
wealthy, land-owning French family, and was tutored by his father, Horace de Saussure, an 
eminent alpinist and Professor of Philosophy in Geneva. De Saussure was also greatly shaped 
by the works of Jean Senebier and chemist Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (the celebrated 
founding father of modem agricultural chemistry). 32 
The first publication of de Saussure's, circa 1790, studied atmospheric densities at 
various altitudes. His data was collected while mountain climbing with his father in the 
Alps.33 His later research projects refined Senebier's discoveries concerning the process of 
30 Heinz Goerke, translated from the German by Denver Lindley, Linnaeus (1973), p. 121; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 65-66. 
31 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p, 67. 
32 Ibid., pp. 125-127. 
33 E. Walter Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 8; Grant G. Cannon, Great 
Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 125-128. 
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plant respiration, where carbon dioxide is absorbed and oxygen released. De Saussure strove 
to combine the findings of Senebier and his own earlier studies concerning atmospheric 
density. In addition, he also studied the interchange of gases between plants and the 
immediate surrounding atmosphere. De Saussure meticulously recorded his results utilizing a 
new scientific nomenclature of measurement, based upon the metric system.34 For example, 
he measured gas transference of roots, branches, and leaves, which were isolated within 
flasks and subjected to various atmospheric environments. His experiments revealed that 
gases and moisture contributed more towards the development of plant structure than 
minerals did absorbed from the soil. A more far-reaching discovery revealed how plants 
formed simple sugars via a process later coined photosynthesis. During photosynthesis 
sunlight enables the leaves to absorb carbon dioxide, which, when combined with water 
absorbed by roots, forms simple sugars. 35 
His research interests also included seed germination. Whereas carbon dioxide was 
essential for a mature plant's survival, another process, which required the intake of oxygen, 
occurred during germination, and was critical for initial plant growth and development. From 
these and other experiments, de Saussure determined that trace minerals were also important 
for normal plant growth and development, and that nitrogen was absorbed via the roots and 
not by gaseous exchange through the leaves. 36 
His research techniques, which he developed during early root absorption 
experiments, were later utilized to determine the exact amounts and types of minerals located 
34 A. E. Clark-Kennedy, Stephen Hales, D.D., F.R.S.: An Eighteenth Century Biography (1929), p. 
147; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 95. 
35 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 129. 
36 Ibid., p. 132. 
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throughout the plant. For example, after studying plant ashes de Saussure concluded that 
larger quantities of silica were found in the straw and wooden portions of the plant, and that 
the plant grain contained the greatest concentration of phosphate. In 1804, de Saussure 
published the results of his experiments entitled Recherches Chimiques sur la Vegetation, or 
Chemical Researches on Vegetation, which listed the proportions of specific minerals at 
various stages of plant development. 
During his life, de Saussure served several terms as a member of the Council of the 
Republic of Geneva. Other noteworthy scientists who benefited from de Saussure's work 
included Justus von Liebig and Jean Boussingault. The accomplishments of de Saussure can 
be readily seen today in the modem processes of com seed germination and the effects of 
fertilizers. 3 7 
Jean Baptiste Dieudonne Boussingault. Pronounced Boo-san-go (1802-1887), a 
French agricultural chemist,, studied the effects of nitrogen upon flora and wrote articles 
concerning the chemical composition of fertilizers. He grew up in the ghettos of Paris and 
was influenced by the German naturalist and explorer, Baron Alexander von Humboldt, who 
was known for his studies regarding soil chemical composition. French chemist Baron Louis 
Jacques Thenard also influenced Boussingault. As a schoolboy, Boussingault listened to 
Thenard' s lectures and watched him perform experiments. Boussingault' s classical education 
in science prepared him to develop and undertake his own series of experiments. These early 
experiments were conducted in his room at school and later at his experimental farm. 38 
37 F. W. J. M°Cosh, Boussingault: Chemist and Agriculturist (1984), p. 139; Grant G. Cannon, Great 
Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 133-139. 
38 F. W. J. M°Cosh, Boussingault: Chemist and Agriculturist (1984), p. 5; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men 
of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 137. 
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Boussingault applied standard scientific process to his laboratory, farm, and field 
research projects. He analyzed animal feed and the chemical composition of various types of 
manures. As a pioneer in soil research he diligently weighed, measured, and studied soil 
samples. Boussingault also analyzed plant ashes and germination process, as did de Saussure. 
The training he received from the School of Mines at Saint-Etienne, France, provided him the 
foundations in chemistry and geology necessary for his experiments. These first experiments 
performed abroad in the early 1820s measured the temperatures and types of gases escaping 
volcanoes of South America. Boussingault expanded his South American research projects to 
include chemical analysis of plant specimens such as the sap of the poppy plant, which 
produced morphine and codeine. The subjects of his various experiments concerned the 
effects of deforestation upon ground water, the influence of radiational cooling upon the soil, 
and the effects of frost-kill upon crops. These were heralded as great advances in the field of 
agriculture. 39 
Upon his arrival at the University of Lyons in 1832, Boussingault was titled Professor 
of Chemistry. He continued his chemical studies of nature, this time focusing upon nitrogen, 
an element already known to be critical for normal plant growth and nutrition. Boussingault 
expanded upon de Suassure's research concerning the role nitrogen played in the process of 
plant germination. His own research revealed that clover and peas, when grown in sterile 
soil, still absorbed $everal essential elements, the most noteworthy being nitrogen. Although 
he discovered the importance of the legume as a tremendous producer of nitrogen, he was 
never able to determine how the plant accomplished this feat. 40 
39 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 138-142. 
40 Sir E. John Russell. Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 346; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 142-143, 346; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed 
Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi. 
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Boussingault was a great proponent of soil replenishment. He even proposed laws 
forbidding the export of crop by-products with known nutritional value, such as the residues 
of processed cotton, hemp, and flax. Boussingault became an expert on chemical fertilizers; 
his expertise encompassed all farm animal manures as well as human excrement. He 
published tables comparing the chemical compositions of various manures and fertilizers. His 
research went so far as to determine the precise amounts of phosphoric acid, potash, and 
other important elements that research crops absorbed from the soil.41 
Boussingault strove to help the common farmer, and throughout his career he directed 
the benefits of science to the institution of farming. For example, Boussingault produced 
charts and tables that listed nutritional values, especially noting the nitrogen content of 
several crops, and compared nutritional values of various animal feeds. Boussingault became 
a member of the French Academy of Sciences and reportedly had great influence upon Sir 
John Bennet Lawes and Sir Remy Joseph Gilbert. Much of today's fertilization process is 
based upon Boussingault' s studies and subsequent understanding of chemical manure and 
fertilizers. His research laid the fqundation for present-day studies that traced the impact of 
fertilizer effects, such as the benefits of improved com yields and the benefits of improved 
com nutrition as cattle feed. 42 
Sir John Bennet Lawes and Sir Joseph Henry Gilbert. Sir John Lawes (1814-
1900), an English agriculturist, and Sir Joseph Gilbert (1817-1901), an English agricultural 
chemist, co-founded one of the world's oldest farm research stations, located in Rothamsted, 
England. The station investigated various innovative farming procedures and production 
41 Grant G. Cannon, c;reat Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 143-144. 
42 Sir E. John Russell. Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 536; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 144-145. 
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methods. Since 1843, Rothamsted has dispensed sensible advice regarding weather, crops, 
fertilizers, soils, and farming procedures. 43 
Sir John Bennet Lawes's education was somewhat sparse and erratic. Although he 
initially had wanted to become a country gentleman, the work of chemist Dr. A. T. 
Thompson and the writings of de Saussure greatly influenced Lawes. From a tender age, 
Lawes was interested in chemistry, especially the synthesis of pharmaceutical products. For 
example, some of his early experiments produced opium and belladonna, derived from 
poppies, hemlock, colchicum, and belladonna. Lawes also refined the experiments of Justus 
von Liebig, in which sulfuric acid was added to bone meal to produce more absorbent, water-
soluble sources of plant phosphates.44 In 1842, Lawes patented a more sophisticated multi-
part process, which produced a super-phosphate fertilizer. Later he began manufacturing 
fertilizer as a business venture, which proved to be a lucrative endeavor for many years. He 
was able to mass-produce the super-phosphate fertilizer utilizing three different processes. In 
the first process, sulfuric acid was used to decompose phosphoric materials derived from 
bones, bone ash, and bone dust to yield a form of fertilizer. In the second process, substances 
such as potash, soda, magnesia, ammonia, or alkali were mixed with phosphoric acid to 
produce a form of chemical fertilizer. In the last process, silica pulverized from its crystal 
form was combined with potash or soda, to produce a chemical fertilizer.45 The various 
endeavors of Lawes in chemical fertilizer manufacturing, in combination with his other 
experiments, became so labor intensive that he soon required a partner. He hired his old 
43 Lord Emle, English Farming: Past and Present, 6th ed. (1961), pp. 217, 369; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 173-174. 
44 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 175-176. 
45 W. B. Bottomley, "Sir Joseph Henry Gilbert 1817-1901," ed. F. W. Oliver, Makers of British 
Botany: A Collection of Biographies by Living Botanists (1913), p. 234. 
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assistant, Dr. John Henry Gilbert, and the new partnership lasted until the death of Lawes, in 
1900.46 
Sir John Henry Gilbert was a son of a minister, and attended both the University of 
Glasgow and the University College in London, where he studied chemistry. Gilbert was 
painstakingly precise and methodical. Despite a significant visual handicap (he was blind in 
one eye and nearly blind in the other), he amassed a plethora of data that confirmed his 
hypotheses. Lawes's and Gilbert's experiments included comparative studies of wheat field 
yields. For example, fields not treated with fertilizers were contrasted to other fields treated 
annually with fourteen tons (14,224 kg) of manure per acre. The average production statistics 
calculated over the period of study revealed that the untreated fields yielded an average of 
thirteen bushels per acre while the treated fields yielded over thirty-five bushels per acre. 
In a step beyond these quantitative experiments, the two men evaluated the effects of 
fertilization upon wheat grain quality. Their studies revealed that the fertilized and non-
fertilized wheat grains remained identical in all measured characteristics except production 
volume or yield. Other experiments focused upon methods to optimize crop yields during 
both wet and dry growing periods. During wet.growing periods, their evidence supported the 
use of super-phosphates to accelerate the ripening process, thus avoiding plant rot and 
resultant poor yields. Their data also confirmed that potash enhanced production yields 
during dry growing periods. Their 1870 experiments focused upon several aspects of 
percolation, or the amount of moisture and fertilizer that leached out from test blocks of soil. 
These experiments revealed that excessive amounts of water and mineral percolation during 
46 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 176-177. 
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the winter resulted in poor yields in the subsequent growing season. An affect attributed to 
poor root development and loss of critical topsoil nitrogen.47 
Lawes and Gilbert were also interested in animal feed, especially the compositions 
and relative nutritional values of various feed products. For example, they found that silage 
feed, primarily composed of fermented grasses and legumes, was more nutritious than hay, 
and was associated with increased cattle weight. Dairy cows fed silage tended to produce 
almost as much milk as hay fed cows. However, both the fat content ratio and non-fat solids 
(the mineral portion of the milk) ratio were increased in silage fed cattle compared to hay fed 
cattle.48 
The works of Lawes and Gilbert were well-read and respected at all levels, from 
tenant farmers to government bureaucrats. At one point, the British government asked the 
men to determine the potential value of, and use of, sewage as a source of fertilizer for farms. 
Their works became valuable references used to solve agricultural questions and evaluate 
agricultural practices. For example, issues concerning manure composition, and its changing 
values over time often came into question. Lawes and Gilbert determined that by the time 
manure was placed in a pile or spread on the land, its relative value had dropped by one half. 
In addition, because of leaching and evaporation, the manure pile lost nearly one-third of its 
original value for each year of storage. Their experiments on animal feeds and fertilizers 
directly correlate to today's use of com and its by-products. Both men and their works were 
47 Ibid., pp. 180-181. 
48 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 179, 346; Robert W. Jugenheimer, 
Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi. 
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well received during their lifetimes. Lawes and Gilbert were elected to Fellows of the Royal 
Society and of the Royal Agricultural Society and received many other noteworthy honors. 49 
Gregor Mendel. An Austrian botanist and monk, Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), is 
credited with discovering the concept of heredity (Mendel's Law). Mendel was a man ahead 
of his times. He was- born into a peasant family living in the Austrian-Hungarian Empire. 
During his early childhood, Mendel's family lived under the feudal law of corvee, where a 
portion of his father's weekly labor belonged to Countess Waldburg. As a youth, Mendel's 
diligent studies caught the attention of Pater Franz, an Augustinian monk. He recommended 
that Mendel attend the Augustinian monastery of St.. Thomas at Briinn, and later helped him 
gain acceptance there. While still a student at the monastery, Mendel conducted a series of 
early experiments in genetics. Several other men also influenced Mendel: Abbott Napp who 
was an outstanding scholar; Franz Bratranek, a noted Czech philosopher and natural scientist; 
and Franz Klacel who was also a Czech philosopher and amateur botanist. 50 
The conclusions derived from the experiments of Mendel opened the door to the 
concepts of heredity and genetics. His detailed research methods established the foundation 
for present-day studies, and his techniques were repeatedly used in later com research, 
primarily focusing_ on genetics (heterosis) and studies in heredity.51 The experimental 
techniques of Mendel established the protocols later used to develop hybrid plants and 
animals, improve plant resistance to insects and disease, and nearly eliminate or control 
49 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 183. 
50 See Gregor Mendel, Appendix: Experiments in Plant-Hybridisation [sic], read at the meetings of the 
8th February and 8th March, 1865 (1866), p. 313, where Mendel extends a list of notable observations in plant-
hybridization by noted researchers of the time; Kolreuter, Gartner, Herbert, Lecog, and Wichura. Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 187-192; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, 
Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 92. 
51 See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 215, for further 
explanation of early concepts on The Nature of Heterosis. 
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undesirable plant traits. Despite later acclaim, in 1865 his short but concise forty-one page 
treatise, Versuche the uber Pflanzen Hybriden, or Experiments in Plant Hybridization, fell 
upon deaf ears at the Brtinn Society for the Study of Natural Science in Brunn, Moravia 
(previously part of the Austria-Hungry empire).52 
The goals of Mendel's experiments and publications were somewhat similar to those 
of Carolus Linnaeus. He sought to formulate fundamental and commonly supported theorems 
or beliefs, detailing the formation and development of living organisms. He understood that 
his pea cross-pollination experiments had to be exact to predict, with statistical precision, the 
traits of subsequent generations. His investigations focused on seven trait characteristics of 
the pea family, such as the seed shell contour and vine length, and their subsequent variations 
in later generations. 53 The format of Mendel's experiments was simple and began with 
crossbreeding peas with contrasting traits and registering the resultant appearance of later 
generations. This standard protocol was continued for two years, until each line reproduced 
true, that is, without variation. From this juncture, his real research began with the meticulous 
process of cross-pollination. This· was accomplished in two stages. In the first stage, the 
anthers, or the pollen-bearin~ portion of the stamen of plant line (A) were removed. The 
second stage consisted of applying pollen from plant line (B) onto the pistil of plant line (A). 
Mendel performed this two step process two hundred and seventy-eight times, and confirmed 
his hypothesis that inherited characteristics were derived directly from the male or female 
52 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 187-188; Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding 
Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 27. 
53 Gregor Mendel, Appendix: Experiments in Plant Hybridisation [sic] (1866), pp. 314-317; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 194. 
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line and depended upon the gene traits. His experiments showed that the hybrid offspring 
mirrored one of the parents. The trait passed to the offspring was deemed dominant, while 
the trait not passed along (that is, not visually evident) was classified recessive.54 
The first hybrid generation was labeled F 1, for first filial. The F 1 hybrids were then 
self-pollinated to produce F2 generation plants. The resultant F2 plants revealed a statistically 
significant pattern of inheritance. Dominant to recessive traits passing from F 1 to F2 plants 
had a 3 to 1 occurrence ratio. This held true for all seven traits Mendel selected. The 
accumulated results of these, and later experiments, revealed that hybrids actually produced 
not a 3:1 ratio, as originally believed, but a 1:2:1 ratio. A plant with an apparent dominant 
trait could produce either another pure dominant or a hybrid form. However, these two forms 
appeared identical. The revolutionary point of Mendel's theory distinguished the difference 
between an offspring's outward'surface appearance (phenotype), from that of its inner 
genetic building blocks (genotype). More advanced research performed by Mendel 
determined that for every measurable trait there was a determiner or differentiating element 
residing within each female egg and .male pollen. Researchers later labeled these elements 
genes. Mendel surmised that elements from both parents were passed to the offspring or 
inherited. However, of the two parental elements or genes residing in the offspring, only the 
dominant traits produced visible or measurable traits.55 Using the pea-breeding process of 
experimentation, Mendel also experimented with com. He picked several pairs of com and 
intentionally cross-pollinated inbred lines, thus producing hybrid com. 56 
54 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 195. 
55 Gregor Mendel, Appendix: Experiments in Plant Hybridisation [sic] (1866), p. 324; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 196. 
56 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 197; Henry A. Wallace and William 
L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 91; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, 
Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 121. 
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His conclusions depended upon an unusually inordinate amount of statistical 
computation; much of which was not commonly understood by similar disciplines during the 
period. It is therefore not surprising that many of his _colleagues, not adept in advanced 
statistics, found his work unfathomable. The Brunn Society did not foresee the effects that 
the experiments of Mendel would invoke upon commonly held myths and beliefs. 57 
Unfortunately, the work of Mendel lay dormant for years, like a gene waiting to 
appear. It was not until 1900, sixteen years following his death in 1884, that three geneticists, 
working independently, rediscovered ~hat Mendel had already accomplished. These men 
included the celebrated Dutch botanist, Hugo De Vries; German botanist, Karl Correns; and 
Austrian botanist, Erich Tschermak von Seysenegg. 58 Confirmation by these three 
researchers advanced the work of Mendel to the forefront of the scientific community. His 
work, now revived, was taught at universities throughout the world. For example, American 
botanist George Harrison Shull ( chapter 5), based a series of experiments of inbreeding and 
crossbreeding com plants upon the theories of Mendel, and eventually published the theorem 
regarding com hybridization.59 Mendel also inspired another well-known early researcher, 
Darwin. 
Charles Darwin. Charles Darwin (1809-1882) was an English naturalist, who 
researched and described critical factors that influenced natural selection. His work, On the 
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection: or, The Preservation of Favored Races in 
57 Possibly Charles Darwin may have appreciated the works and conclusions of Mendel. Darwin also 
conducted similar pea cross-pollination during this period, but never drew any inferences. 
58 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 58; Paul 
C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 17; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of 
Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 200-201. 
59 Richard A. Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: Prophets of Plenty (1947), p. 23; Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), pp. 197-198; Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions to 
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the Struggle for Life was published in 1859, the same year as Karl Marx's Critique of 
Political Economy. The works of Darwin built upon the theories and discoveries of previous 
researchers, such as Linnaeus, Mendel, Lamarck, and Erasmus Darwin (the father of Darwin) 
and brought forth a new level of scientific understanding. 60 
For generations, man had unwittingly influenced the breeding of plants and animals. 
Darwin sought to elucidate what had previously been the mysterious catalysis of evolution. 
From 1831 to 1836, Darwin traveled to South America, New Zealand, and Australia aboard 
HMS Beagle. He spent his time abroad researching flora, fauna, and geology, and collected 
data he hoped would unlock the mystery of the origins of species. 61 Upon his return to 
England he organized his notes and data, and by 1846, published many works detailing his 
zoological and geological discoveries. During the period of writing, Darwin worked within 
his own gardens and conservatories and gained a practical knowledge of heredity. Like 
Mendel, some of his early inbreeding and crossbreeding experiments utilized corn seed. By 
combining first-hand knowledge gained during his worldly travels with the results of others' 
scientific experiments concerning evolution, Darwin amassed enough evidence to justify the 
principles of natural selection. Not surprisingly, his 1859 writings did not endear him with 
religious zealots. Many of them labeled the proposed creation theory of Darwin as heresy, in 
direct contravention to the Bible's Book of Genesis.62 
Hybrid Com-Past and Present," Proceedings of Tenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference 
(1955), p. 109. 
60 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 121-122; 
Bernard Grun, The Timetables of History, 3rd revised ed., s.v. "1859: Religion, Philosophy, Learning." 
61 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 38; Bernard Grun, The Timetables of History, 3rd revised 
ed., s.v. "1831: Science, Technology, Growth." 
62 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1985), p. 219. 
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Fortunately, his discoveries were scientifically sound, even if his radical hypothesis 
of creation was held in contempt. His com experiments also confirmed that some common 
traits passed from parent to offspring. In time, breeding techniques evolved and produced 
distinct species lines, and improvements were made in the processing of line development, 
population, and crossbreeding. More importantly, the loss of vitality or vigor encountered 
with inbreeding was addressed and corrected by crossbreeding techniques. 63 Darwin shared 
his discoveries with friend Asa Gray, Professor of Botany at Harvard University. Gray later 
communicated the results of Darwin's work to William James Beal, who, several years later, 
began his own important com-breeding experiments at Michigan Agricultural College. 64 
(Chapter 5 will expand upon the research and achievements QfBeal and others.) 
The scientific techniques of directly m~pulating the fertilization process led to a 
method of controlled reproduction coined hybridization. Darwin expanded his research in 
hybridization by experimenting with com. This hybridization process empowered later 
researchers such as George Harrison Shull, Edward M. East, and Donald F. Jones to achieve 
even greater levels of understanding and expertise in com breeding. Jones credited Darwin as 
the first person to hybridize com intentionally. 65 The early com experiments by Darwin used 
inbred lines originating from open-pollinated com breeds. Darwin then intentionally inbred 
com plants and noted a decreased yield compared to plants that were naturally cross-
63 Robert W. Jugenheimer: Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi. 
64 Richard A. Crabb, The Hybrid Corn-Makers: Prophets of Plenty (1929), p. 16; Henry A. Wallace 
and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 59; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of 
Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 219. 
65 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 218; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its 
Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 49; E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 67; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorfs tribute to Dr. Jones, "Dr. Jones' Contribution to "The Hybridization of Com"," Growth and 
Development of the Corn Plant (1948), p. 51. 
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fertilized. Follow-up researchers not only experimented with open-pollinated breeds, but also 
with hybrid, synthetic, and composite varieties. 66 
Summation. Modem-day scientists and research institutions built upon the 
discoveries and elements of heredity and genealogy derived from . the early pioneers of 
agricultural science. The establishment of species identification and nomenclature, a 
worldwide educational system, advances in mechanical laborsaving devices, and finally 
Mendel's laws of heredity enabled researchers to unlock the secrets of hybrid com, and 
thereby, better feed the world population. Some innovations of the early pioneers of 
agricultural science resulted in economic benefits to the populace. For example, the ox drawn 
bidens and tridens of Tull had a direct economic benefit. Relatively stable European 
governments and/or cultures, which created environments conducive to research, were the 
primary factors that allowed' successful discoveries. Not surprising, nearly all early 
agricultural research originated in Europe and spread to the "New World." 
66 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 122; Henry A. 
Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 110. 
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CHAPTER 3. CORN ORIGINS, GROWTH CONDITIONS, AND SEASON 
Corn Origins. The term "com" does not refer to the same plant worldwide. In 
England, "com" refers to "wheat," and in Scotland, it indicates "oats." In the country of 
South Africa sorghum is known as "kafir com."1 To this day, the exact origin of com has not 
yet been identified. 2 
The com plant, as we know it, is an annual grass originating in the Americas. It was 
domesticated and cultivated before Europeans' discovery of the "New World." By now, it 
has been so adapted to cultivation that it can no longer sustain itself without direct human 
intervention. To the untrained eye or non-specialist, it would be difficult to connect present-
day com with its ancestral wild grass ancestors with any degree of certainty. Researchers 
have described com as a complex hybrid of related "New World" grasses, e.g., Euchlaena 
mexicana L. ( a variety of teosinte) and Tripsacum dactyloides L. ( or gamagrass ). 3 Both are 
tropical American fodder plants whose seeds are not grouped in cob form. 
Historically, the appearance of and uses of the com plant itself are diverse. It is not 
unusual for com in portions of Central America to grow over 20 feet tall (610 cm) and be 
harvested on horseback. The Spanish explorer Heman Cortes found that traveling through the 
high cornstalks of Central America was very difficult. Some ~omstalks have even been used 
to complete house construction, as roofing material, and in building.fences.4 
1 During the early 1900s, some U.S. farmers' also referred to maize as Kaffir Com. Richard Lowitt and 
Judith Fabry, Henry A. Wallace's Irrigation Frontier: On the Trail of the Corn Belt Farmer, 1909 (1991), p. 29; 
E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffe of Life (1985), p 7. 
2 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 41-44; Henry 
A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 26. 
3 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 26; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 17; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, The Origin and 
Nature of the Ear of Maize (1945), p. 47. 
4 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 204; E. J. Kahn, Jr., 
The Staffe of Life (1984), p. 14. 
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Wheat, rice, oats, and com are all annual plants; that is, they complete an entire life 
cycle culminating in seed production within one season. Numerous volumes have been 
published praising the bioengineering efficiency with which Zea mays L. transforms the 
energy of the sun into food energy. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO), there were 323,543,000 acres (121,034,900 ha) of com grown worldwide in 1980. 
Over 200 million people in more than 18 countries depend upon com as their primary food 
5 staple. 
Nomenclature. In 1737, Carolus Linnaeus studied com, or more precisely maize, and 
assigned it the nomenclature name Zea mays L.6 Com is a type of grass and, botanically, is 
placed within the Gramineous (Gramineae) family, Tripsaceae (Maydeae) tribe, and Zea 
genus. 7 The latter includes eight other genera. The first five genera are relatively unimportant 
for this paper and are native to growing regions between India and Burma, and through the 
East Indies and into Australia. They include Coix (Job's 'I_'ears), Schlerachne, Polytoca, 
Chinonachne, and Trilobachne.8 The last three are American genera: Zea, which is the most 
important; Tripsacum (Gamagrass) which is of minimal value as either a forage crop or a 
grain crop; and Euchlaena (Teosinte), which is said to be a close relative of present-day Zea 
com. Botanically, Zea ( com) contains a single species-Zea mays L. and has five types-
Pop, Flour, Dent, Sweet, and Waxy.9 
5 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life, (1984), pp. 10-11. 
6 Ibid., p. 5. 
7 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, The Origin and Nature of the Ear of Maize (1945), p. 34; Helen M. Cavanagh, 
Seed, Soil and Science: The Story of Eugene D. Funk (1959), pp. 25-27. 
8 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 52; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 48. 
9 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 17; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 25. 
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Types of Corn. The most distinguishing characteristic of a com variety is its fruit or 
grain (kernel). Kernels may come in many colors; they can be colorless (white), yellow, red, 
or blue. Kernels also exist in variegated form (with a white stripe or pigmentation). The 
endosperm (kernel) structure and/or composition also are characteristic. The five distinct 
types are: 10 
Pop (or reventador as the early Spanish called it) consists of a small round grain with 
floury (soft) starch core and a flinty (hard) endosperm shell. Moisture trapped in the floury 
starch expands upon heating and explodes through the hard shell, creating the popular treat. 
Popcorn production accounts for less than one percent (1976) of all commercial production 
of com in the U.S. 11 
Flint ( duro) is similar to popcorn but possesses a much larger kernel. Flint com was 
probably derived from popcorn and was selected for its larger grain size and greater yields. 
Flints can be grown in regions where cold tolerance is required or where storage and 
germination conditions are poor. Flints account for proximately 14 percent (1976) of 
commercial com production. 12 
Flour (blando) com remains the favored form for direct human consumption. Native 
Americans appreciated its consistently soft starch that was easily ground into a com meal, 
"\ 
10 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 39-41. Also see 
Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 54-58, 197-210, for an 
excellent explanation of varieties of com. 
11 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 54-58; Robert 
W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 221-224. 
12 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 56; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 40. 
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that could be consumed directly ( anole ), or as a flat bread (tortilla), dumplings (tamal) or 
beverage ( atole ). 13 
Dent (dentado) is similar to flour com. However, it consists of a floury starch core 
with lateral inclusions of flinty starch. The name "dent" refers to the top of the com kernel, 
which contains floury starch (soft) that produces a characteristic dent as the kernel dries and 
moisture is lost from this area. This is the most popular type of com and globally accounts 
for over 73 percent (1976) of all com production, for both commercial use and industrial 
manufacturing (starch, syrup, oil, and alcohol). 14 
Sweet (dula) corn's endosperm consists primarily of soluble sugars, and an 
immediate ·form of sugar polymer called phytoglycogen rather than starch. Less than one 
percent (1976) of commercially produced com is sweet com, although this crop has a high 
cash value as a processed vegetable in industrial economies. 15 
Native Americans grew many varieties of com, e.g., sweet com, popcorn, and flour 
com for com meal. Other varieties grown as distinct strains include white, yellow, red, and 
blue com. For many people, com is eaten fresh or ground into meal. In the United States, its 
uses have been expanded commercially by extracting starch, sugar, and oil, which are then 
incorporated in many other products. However, its dominant role in the U.S. is that of animal 
fodder and feed grain. 16 
13 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 58; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production~ and Uses (1976), p. 41. 
14 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 55; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 39,215. 
15 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 57; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 218-221. 
16 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1984), p. 7. 
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Climate Requirements. 
Where Com Grows. Com can adapt to a variety of weather conditions. Most notably, 
com cultivation is feasible from 58° N latitude in Canada and Russia to 40° S latitude in the 
Southern Hemisphere. Some special temperature tolerant hybrids can grow in the more 
extreme latitudes of the northern hemisphere, such as Norway at latitude 60°48' N, to as 
close to the equator as Sids, Egypt, at latitude 28°54' N. The area of the United States where 
most com is grown is dubbed the "Com Belt," and includes Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, 
Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa. Com can also grow within a wide range of elevations, such as 
from below sea level, in the Caspian Plain, to altitudes of greater than 12,000 feet (366 m) 
above sea level in the Peruvian Andes. 17 Com is a critically important crop in Argentina, 
Brazil, Mexico, the Danube Basin countries (Bulgaria, Hungry, Romania, and former 
Yugoslavia Republic), and South Africa. The climates and weather conditions of these areas 
are most similar to those of the United States Com Belt.18 
Weather Factors. Com yields are most influenced by temperature, length of the 
growing season, and the number of hours of direct sunlight per day. Growing conditions in 
Europe include an average growing season of at least 140 days and an average July 
temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit ( degF) or 20 degrees Celsius ( degC).19 Hybrids used in 
the U.S. and Canada can mature between 70-155 days.2° Com has also adapted to the short 
growing periods of northern U.S. and Canada and to perpetual summer conditions of tropical 
17 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 3. 
18 Corn Facts and Fir,"res -A Reference Book (1944), p. 12; Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, 
Corn and Corn Growing, 5 ed. (1949), p. 202; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: It's Origin Evolution and 
Improvement (1974), p. 2. 
19 Conversions from Fahrenheit and feet measurements to metric equivalent have been rounded off to 
the closest whole number. 
20 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 19; Paul C. 
Mandelsdorf, Corn: It's Origin, Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 202. 
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Columbia. Total amount, duration, and distribution of rainfall determine the effective 
moisture available for com growth. Average global precipitation is approximately 38-40 
inches (96-102 cm) per year. (The annual average over land is 26 inches (66 cm) and over the 
seas 44 inches (112 cm) of rainfall per year.) Researchers have discovered that com uses a 
tremendous amount of water, and that its root system can absorb water from depths of five 
feet (152 cm) or greater. 
Rainfall. Com can grow in regions of less than 10 inches (25 cm) of annual rainfall, 
such as in the semi-arid plains of Russia and in areas having more than 200 inches (508 cm) 
of rain, such as in the topics of Hindustan (the northern part oflndia along the Ganges plain). 
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Agronomy South Farm, has studied and 
recorded com growth since 1919. The data reveals that variations in rainfall and maximum 
temperature during the growing season accounted for 67 percent of the yearly variation on 
com yields. Their studies also attributed increased yields to longer day length (sunlight), 
which allowed earlier planting dates.21 Weather studies have also indicated positive 
association between higher yields and above average rainfall during July, but the effect of 
August rainfall was negligible. The effect of plant available stored soil moisture or P ASSM 
during the ten-week block of time, from six weeks prior to four weeks following tassel, were 
found to be the most critical. Studies indicated that precipitation, temperature, and P ASSM 
explained nearly 80 percent of the yield variation. Lack of moisture is more harmful when 
temperatures were above average, and the degree of damage is largest during the tassel and 
pollination periods.22 
21 E. C. A. Runge and S. G. Canner, How the Weather Affects Corn and Soybean Yields (Winter 1973), 
pp. 6-7; Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 410-413. 
22 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 20. 
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Temperature (Heat). Maximal com growth depends upon moderately high 
temperatures. Approximately 90 degF (32 degC) is ideal for com germination and growth. 
Growth ceases below 40 degF ( 4 degC) or above 118 degF ( 48 degC). During the week 
following planting the ideal temperature ranges between 60-65 degF (15-18 degC). 
Traditionally com seedlings will germinate and break above ground 8-10 days following 
planting. When the ground is considered cold, i.e. 50-55 degF (10-13 degC), the com seed 
may require 18-20 days to germinate and break above ground, and at temperatures below 55 
degF (13 degC), the seedling is subject to root rot infection. If the soil is warm 
[approximately 70 degF (21 degC)] and moist, shallow planting techniques are permissible, 
and the com plant will germinate and break ground in as little as 5-6 days.23 
Seedbed Preparation, Soil Type, and Planting Depth. The com seedbed should consist 
of a deep layer of dark well-drained silt loam. Light sandy soils and heavy clay soils are not 
as desirable for com. 24 Sandy soil is apt to dry out too quickly and contains fewer nutrients, 
thus requiring heavy fertilization. Clay soils are not well suited for com growing either; they 
generally are poorly drained and too dense for com to take root. Cultivation, an important 
method for weed control, is essential for a good com crop. Cultivation, which begins before 
seeds are planted, clears weeds from the seedbed and breaks up the top crust of soil.25 Of all 
the common grain crops, com growth requires the largest amount of nutrients. Only the best 
soils, rich in nutrients, are capable of sustaining com growth for more than two successive 
23 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 215; Sir E. 
John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 352-354. 
24 See Dr. Robert J. Ahrens, Official Soil Series Descriptions-Data Access: USDA-NRCS Soil Survey 
Division [database on-line], for information regarding a generic nomenclature for common farm soil (Brunizem) 
found throughout the U.S. Midwest. Rpbert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses 
(1976), p. 18; Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 387-388, 410-413. 
25 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 113. 
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years. Consistently high com yields require additional agricultural management techniques. 
These include crop rotation, commercial fertilizers, legumes, manure and crop byproducts, 
and good drainage. 26 
Another important factor influencing com growth is the depth at which the com seed 
is planted. The most obvious determining factor for this is soil type. Heavy black soils that 
are well supplied with humus will usually require deeper plowing depths than lighter soils. 
The moisture content at the bottom of the furrow also varies directly with plowing depth. Soil · 
that cakes onto the plow's moldboard, rather than sliding off easily, is too wet. Under these 
circumstances, a shallower furrow should be plowed. The level of the water table below the 
. . 
soil surface must also be considered when determining the ideal seed planting depth. For 
example, if the water level is very high, that is close to the surface, the seed should not be 
planted very deeply. Air in the so,il is an essential element that promotes bacteria growth, 
which acts upon decayed matter withi1_1 the soil. Air is always present in the soil; roots will 
grow as far down as the air permeates the soil and will stop at the water level. The type of 
crop previously grown in the same field also has an influence upon planting depth. 27 
Corn Growing Conditions (U.S.). As defined by the Production and Marketing 
Administration of the FDA, the commercial com growing areas of the U.S. include: Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Southern Wisconsin, Southern Minnesota, Eastern South Dakota, Eastern 
Nebraska, Northeastern Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa. Part of this area is also known as the 
Com Belt, and is the basis of agricultural wealth for the region. The actual size of the Com 
26 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Grawing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 89; Sir E. John 
Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 358; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, 
Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. vi; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 346. 
27 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 85; Sir E. John 
Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 358. 
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Belt region varies by the net profitability of competing crops over the years. For example, 
during years of high com prices the regional areas planted by com expands. 28 
Desired Characteristics. Great effort has been devoted to develop special com strains 
that incorporate the characteristics of 1) stronger germination, 2) more vigorous emergence 
and early seedling growth in cold, wet soils, and 3) normal growth at relatively low 
temperatures.29 Improved cold tolerance of com has been of paramount interest to the com 
breeder. Com strains that possess such are labeled spring cold tolerance strains. Comparable 
crop performance despite the presence of seed-rotting organisms is actually dubbed disease 
tolerance, but it often is not differentiated from cold tolerance. Most often, there is little 
dissimilarity between cold tolerant and disease resistant hybrid seeds. 30 
Heat and drought tolerances are characteristics of plants that have adapted to 
extremely high temperatures and scant moisture, respectively. The com plant is most heat 
sensitive during the critical tasseling stage of growth. A combination of high temperatures 
and low humidity can harm both the leaves and tassel, and ultimately prevents pollination. 
Fortunately, com breeders have recognized this problem and have developed more drought 
resistant seeds via scientific advances, such as in selective crossbreeding and gene 
manipulation.31 The introduction of various hybrid com seed types greatly increased crop 
yields per acre compared to the traditional naturally open-pollinated com varieties.32 
28 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed. Production, and Uses (1976), p. 13. 
29 See Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 43-54, for 
expanded information regarding genetics of com and the particular characteristics favored by com growers. 
30 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 193. 
31 Ibid., p. 199. 
32 Corn Facts and Figures -A Reference Book (1944), p. 10; Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and 
Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 358. 
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Com Belt Temperature/Rainfall. Com production is dependent upon, as mentioned 
before, temperature, length of growing season, and length of day. The Com Belt possesses 
near ideal weather conditions. The ideal temperature for planting com in Illinois and Iowa is 
61 degF (16 degC). The average July temperature is between 70-80 degF (21-27 degC) for a 
majority of the Com Belt region.33 At tassel, the ideal temperature is 75 degF (24 degC), but 
is still safe between 67 and 81 degF (19-27 degC). 
Com requires more moisture during its growing cycle than rainfall can provide. 
Experiments reveal a direct relationship between com yields and the amount of available 
water. 34 In one series of experiments, approximately seven additional bushels (178 kg) per 
acre of grain were produced per inch (2.54 cm) of water dispensed. However, at the other 
extreme, excessive rainfall may cause nutrients to leach from the soil and increase the 
incidence of certain diseases. 35 
Temperature to Growth Rate. Temperature plays an essential role in the rate of 
growth and maturation of the com plant. During June and early July, com grows twice as fast 
on days with a mean temperature of 70 degF (21 degC), than on days with a mean 
temperature of 62 degF (17 degC). At 75 degF (24 degC) com grows approximately 25 
percent faster than at 70 degF (21 degC). 
33 The data is based upon the spread of between 56 and 70 degF (13-23 degC). 
34 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 286. 
35 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 18, 303. Rain is 
said to be worth millions of dollars; the measured rainfall during July and August inversely affects the 
December commodity futures at the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT). For example, July and August rains that 
increase yields by seven percent may initially reduce December com future prices by 6-12 percent to the dismay 
of farmers seeking higher sale prices. An increase in projected yields pushes market prices down. 
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Table 1. shows the relationship between mean temperature and com plant growth 
during a 24-hour period at the Pennsylvania Experiment Station, three weeks prior to tassel.36 
Table 1. Description 






Com Maturation Period and Flowering Stage. Before and during tassel the 
temperature plays a major role upon tassel and silk growth and development. Mean 
temperatures greater than 74 degF (23 degC), during the 20 days after tassel can be most 
harmful to the com crop. Com seed usually requires, at normal temperatures, 50-60 days to 
mature from seed planting to tassel. The flowering stage is a critical stage during which 
adverse weather can cause considerable harm to the growth and maturation of the com plant. 
The effects of adverse weather conditions during pollination, especially high temperatures, 
are directly reflected at harvest in the form of very poor com yields. Extremely high 
temperatures, above 95 degF (35 degC), can kill pollen within one to two hours after its 
release. This can cause poor pollination if the high temperatures continue for several days. It 
is very possible that high temperatures will actually bum the entire tassel or otherwise 
destroy the pollen grains after shedding. High temperatures during pollination may also cause 
the silks to wilt more quickly, thereby accelerating the loss of their receptivity to pollen. 
Night temperatures during tasseling should not drop below 60 degF (15 degC), because cold 
nights reduce tassel development and speed of growth. 37 
36 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Produ_ction, and Uses (1976), p. 307. 
37 Ibid., p. 202. 
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Weather Management. Farmers understand that weather plays a critical role in 
agricultural productivity. The art of weather prediction using historical weather data in 
agriculture is divided into three groups. These groups include statistically based weather 
prediction, biological phenomena, and forecasting. The concept of statistical climatology has 
been increasingly utilized to reduce agricultural risk. The appreciation of statistical weather 
risk can be helpful in strategic agricultural planning, such as determining the choice of crop, 
soil management ( cultivation), fertilizer treatment, and marketing. In agriculture, several 
naturally occurring biological events have a negative impact upon growth, reduce 
production, and encourage the spread of diseases. The study of this aspect of meteorology is 
referred to as biometeorology or bioclimatology. Micro-scale weather studies are often very 
useful in explaining conditions in the immediate vicinity of plants and how plants, in turn, 
are affected. Weather forecasting predictions are most commonly utilized by farmers to plan 
specific agricultural operations. Forecasts, in turn, are divided into three types based upon the 
period under consideration. 38 
1) Daily forecasts are the shortest. These are considered for planning a specific 
agricultural operation. Often the daily forecast includes only one element, 
such as temperature, which is important to the timing of a particular farming 
operation. 
2) Forecasts covering five to seven days are known as extended forecasts. When 
accurate, short-term projects can be planned and carried out. 
3) Long-range forecasts encompass two or more weeks, and are considered when 
major undertakings are contemplated. 
38 See Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, SeedProduction, and Uses (1976), pp. 19, 177, for 
studies of various weather factors. 
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Seasonal Weather for Corn Growing. 
Weather and Growth Cycle (U.S. by· Month). The following illustrates ideal farm 
. . 
weather for a south central Iowa farm during a calendar year. 
In January, a deep freeze breaks up clumps of dirt and dung left from the previous 
fall. When the soil is frozen, additional manure can be mechanically spread easily, livestock 
can roam over the fields without compacting the ground, and it is more difficult for wind and 
water to erode the soil. Several other benefits are associated with a frozen surface soil. For 
example, dozens of com diseases and millions of insects are killed off by extremely cold 
weather. Snow provides the additional benefits of insulating the soil surface, and in the 
spring melting snow returns moisture to the soil. 
February weather is characterized by continued freezing temperatures and snow. The 
average temperature is 23 degF (-5 degC). 
March brings a variety of different weather patterns; rain, thaw, refreeze, and higher 
humidity. The ideal type of March rain is a gentle drizzle. Rainfall of greater than an inch per 
hour is associated with soil erosion. The changing weather conditions during March can be 
harsh on the topsoil, especially if livestock roam on partially thawed fields. Iowa's average 
March temperature is 35 degF (2 degC). 
In April com farmers begin to prepare the fields. Heavy rains, however, can slow the 
plowing process. The average temperature during April is 48-49 degF (9 degC) and the 
average rainfall is 2-3 inches (5-8 cm).40 
39 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 215-219. 
40 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 621-626; Henry A. 
Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 222-223. . 
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May is com planting month. The mean soil temperature (in Iowa) is approximately 
two degrees warmer than 'the air temperature. Weather permitting, com is planted within the 
first 10 days of May. However, it is not unusual for cold weather or wet soil to delay 
planting. Ideally, to hasten com germination, immediately following spring planting, the 
weather temperature will be hot with high humidity. Farmers hope for little rain during this 
critical period, thus discouraging weed germination. May is also a pivotal month in the life 
cycle of the European Com Borer (Pyrausta nubilalia L.).41 During May, the Borer passes 
from the larval stage into the brown pupa stage. A mature moth emerges during the period 
from late May to early July. The average temperature in May is 60 degF (15 degC) with a 
rainfall of 4 inches (10 cm).42 
June is the month of rapid com plant growth. Com seed breeders agree that June's 
growing conditions have the greatest impact upon quality seed com production.· Optimum 
temperature and rainfall are very critical between the time the com plant breaks ground and 
until it reaches a height of three feet (91 cm). As stated, com grows twice as fast at 70 degF 
(21 degC) than at 62 degF (17 degC) during June and early July. Heavy rains also promote 
weed growth which, left unchecked, will reduce yields. Thus, cultivation is essential during 
June. Furthermore, a cold, wet June retards growth and delays maturation. Com growers 
welcome sunshine, moisture, and temperatures slightly above normal. Dry, hot weather 
(ideally between 70-72 degF (21-22 degC), and two to four inches of rain) promotes the most 
efficient June growth. Temperatures greater than 75 degF (24 degC), accompanied by dry 
41 A. J. Ullstrup, "Evolution and Dynamics of Corn Diseases and Insect Problems Since the Advent of 
Hybrid Corn," Maize Breeding and Genetics (1978), p. 284. 
42 See Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 215, 224, 
and Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 349, studies reveal that 
central Com Belt average temperatures of less th<l:11- 55 degF (13 degC) in May can reduce harvest yields by as 
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weather in June and July, usually result in below average yields. June's average temperature 
is 70 degF (21 degC) with an average rainfall of 5 inches (13 cm).43 
July-Tassel Stage. The traditional tassel date is 18 July; however, it is not unusual to 
occur between 8 July-7 August. The 30-day period titled the tassel stage, 10 days prior to 20 
days after tassel, are characterized by temperatures between 72-74 degF (22-23 degC) and 4-
5 inches (10-13 cm) of rain. Test plots reveal that for every degree above 74 degF (23 degC), 
yields decreased by 1.2 bushels per acre. In addition, for each inch below four inches (10 cm) 
of rain, yields decrease by as much as 2 bushels per acre. During this important time, com 
breeders and geneticists perform their most important work. During tassel, corn's vertical 
growth is maximized at temperatures as high as 85 degF (29 degC), but unfortunately, grain 
yields (and accompanied profits) drop as temperature goes above 75 degF (24 degC).44 
Optimum com maturation, which occurs during August, requires continuous heat and 
moisture. Drought and heat especially during July and early August are more detrimental 
than cold and wet weather. Post-fertilization temperatures of 75 degF (24 degC) or less in 
Central Iowa can slow the maturation of com grain, which is reflected by an undesirable high 
moisture content. Adverse weather conditions after mid-August has little effect upon general 
com growth. During this time, the primary focus of the plant is to manufacture and store 
sugar and starch within the kernels. Although some rainfall is preferable while kernels are 
maturing, it is not essential. Beyond 30 days after tasseling moderately dry weather does not 
have a significant damaging influence. Warm temperatures are associated with its rapid 
much as 15 percent. Temperatures between 56-58 degF (13-15 degC) may account for a three to four percent 
reduction in yield. In addition, incre_ased losses may be encountered if the weather includes heavy rains. 
43 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses, (1976), p. 302. 
44 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 216-217, 225; 
Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 202. 
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growth. Frost has very little effect upon the com crop during this late stage. By the time the 
first hard frost appears the com plant has already matured. Economically, frost rarely has an 
effect upon com prices on the terminal markets. 45 
During September, the once green leaves begin turning brown. Temperature and 
rainfall average 64 degF (18 degC) and 3-4 inches (8-10 cm) respectfully. During an ideal 
growing season, com has passed the stage of kernel denting by middle to late September. 
Breezy days with temperatures above 64 degF (18 degC) help reduce the moisture content of 
the com kernel to less than 30-35 percent and discourages the growth of mold.46 
October weather is colder and dryer. Dry breezy days with temperatures above 52 
degF (11 degC) and 2-3 inches (5-8 cm) of rain are ideal. A killing frost is expected, and 
following it photosynthesis stops. The ideal moisture content of the kernel is less than 30 
percent, and farmers hope that the kernels dry naturally prior to harvest. If the moisture 
content remains above 30 percent, additional mechanical drying following the harvest is 
required.47 
November is harvest month. Farmers hope for low humidity, light wind, and no rain. 
By the time com reaches the crib, the moisture content should be approximately 22 percent 
or less. Further drying occurs during the winter and spring, and the moisture content drops to 
16-19 percent. 
December is the month of the least farming activity. The average temperature is 24 
degF (-4 degC) and rainfall is 2 inches (5 cm). 
45 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 218-219, 226. · 
46 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), p. 306; Henry A. 
Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 226. 
47 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 227. 
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CHAPTER 4. CORN ANATOMY, GERMINATION, AND GROWTH 
Introduction. "Of all the New World plants which excited the curiosity and wonder 
of the herbalists of the immediate post-Colombian period, none perhaps, proved to be more 
intriguing than Indian com or maize."1 During that early period researchers were perplexed 
by the com plant's ear, and complexity of the tassel, which are still viewed as unequaled five 
centuries later. Maize inflorescence research and anatomical studies of its particularities have 
steadily increased in number and complexity.2 
Corn Anatomy. 
Description. The com plant is a branched type of gigantic annual grass. Its branches, 
however, are so unpronounced that they are difficult to find. The stalk or stem is rather 
slender, a jointed stem not so different from bamboo, grows one or two ears, and tassel forms 
at the apex of the stalk. The general characteristics. of com include: fibrous root system, 
cylindrical stem with solid nodes, alternating opposed leaves, split leaf sheath, and flowers 
that are in panicle spikelets. Typically, the com plant has a pithy, noded stock supported by 
permanent and brace roots. The maximal standing height of the com varies at flowering time, 
depending upon species, and normally ranges in height from 1.5-16.5 feet (.5-5 meters). Male 
and female flowers are grown in separate spikelets on the same plant. The fruit or grain is 
grown on lateral cobs, the ripened grains greatly exceeding the glumes.3 
1 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, The Origin and Nature of the Ear of Maize (1945), p, 33. 
2 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 2; E. J. Kahn, Jr., The 
Staffs of Life (1985), p. 4. 
3 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 52. 
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The reproductive structures of com are unique in that the sexes have independent 
flowering configurations. Most other grasses produce complete bisexual flowers. Com 
produces the male inflorescence or tassels from the top of the plant. The female inflorescence 
or ears grow from the tip of dense lateral branches, from which leaf axils grow (and later 
form the corncob). The male inflorescence staminate is a loose panicle or pyramid-shaped 
flower cluster, which produces pairs of free spikelets, each surrounding a fertile and a sterile 
floret. The female inflorescence pistillate appears spike-like, and produces pairs of spikelets 
originating from a central axis or "cob" which grow on its exterior. The cob is enclosed by a 
leafy husk, beyond which extenq thread-like styles and stigmas (the silk), which catch the 
pollen. Within each female spikelet are two fertile florets. Only one of these ovaries will be 
fertilized by wind blown pollen and mature into a com kemel.4 The com plant, depending 
upon variety, can mature in 60-330 days from planting, produce one to four ears per plant, 10 
to 1,800 kernels per ear, and yield from .5-23 tons of grain per hectare.5 
Root Anatomy. Com roots, as other grasses, are fibrous and are divided into four 
nodal root types; tap, temporary ( or seminal), permanent, and brace. 
Tap Root. When the com seed (kernel) starts to sprout the tap root ( or radical 
embryonic root) is the first to thrust down from the kernel tip to bring initial nourishment to 
the kemel.6 
4 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Father, revised ed. (1988), p. 3; O.T. 
Bonnett, "The Developmental Anatomy of the Com Plant," Proceedings of Fifteenth Annual Hybrid Corn 
Industry-Research Conference (1960), p. 40. 
5 Steven W. Richie, et al, How a Corn Plant Develops-Special Report No. 48 [database on-line] 
(1993). 
6 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 66; Henry A. 
Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 6. 
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Temporary (Seminal) Roots. The temporary roots originate from the bottom of the 
com kernel seed as the kernel begins to sprout. The temporary roots provide most of the 
nutrients for the new seedling during the first two to three weeks after germination. As the 
com plant matures the temporary roots wither away or become unimportant. 7 At the same 
time that the temporary roots grow and elongate, the thin white mesocotyl emerges from the 
kernel immediately above the temporary roots and grows to the soil surface, above which a 
green stem will grow. 
Permanent Root System. On a mature com plant, the permanent root system grows 
from the second, third, and fourth nodes, in the region of the mesocotyl, just below the 
surface of the ground and is separated by very short intemodes. It is from these nodes that the 
initial permanent roots grow outward and laterally 1-2 feet (30-61 cm) from the stalk, and 
reach a depth of 5-6 feet (152-183 cm). The permanent roots are the largest of the four root 
types of the com plant. 8 
Brace Root System. Whereas permanent roots grow from the nodes below the 
surface, the brace roots grow from the second and third nodes above the ground. Some 
species of com that grow in the tropics have brace roots that originate as high as the sixth 
node. The brace roots are essential to keep the com plant upright, which is very important 
during harsh weather· or in heat stress conditions. Simply put, the root system provides 
support and a base for the stalk, absorbs plant nutrients such as soluble salts and water, and 
discharges organic substances such as carbon dioxide. Prolific root growth occurs in the 
7 This is not the case for Hopi com, which depends upon the temporary root system to bring moisture 
up from deep beneath the surface. 
8 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 66. 
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presence of a large oxygen supply, agreeable temperatures, abundance of moisture, well 
cultivated soil, and plenty of plant nutrients.9 
Stalk Anatomy. Cornstalks vary in height depending upon variety. Some varieties of 
popcorn grow 1.5 feet (0.49 m) in height, while silage com typically grows to 15 feet (4.57 
m) in height. Some com plants have been measured at nearly 30 feet (9.14 m) tall. The 
typical Com Belt stalk is composed of between 8 to 20 nodes or joints, with the average 
being 14. The dent com variety typically produces its ear at the eighth node. The node is an 
essential part of the stalk, from it all lateral growth such as roots, branches, leaves, and ear( s) 
grow. The area between nodes is called the intemode, which is hollow on one side, and 
produces a leaf. It is not unusual for the lower nodes to grow small buds, which do not 
mature into ears. 
Stalk Cross-Section. The typical cross-section of a cornstalk has several components. 
The first is the epidermis-a thin clear membrane that covers the external stalk. It is nearly 
impervious to moisture and protects the stalk from insects and diseases. Immediately below 
the epidermis is the woody, solid, and rigid part of the stalk. It is characterized by numerous, 
tightly packed fibrous vascular bundles. The bundles are made rigid by silica deposits and 
provide the support structure or framework for the plant. The third portion of the stalk is the 
central cavity containing pith; a soft, spongy body that acts as a receptacle for moisture and 
nutrients. The fourth distinguishable part of the stalk is the fibro-vascular tubes, which are 
located within the outer rigid part of the stalk. These tubes are similar to channels or conduits 
designed to transport nutrients. They extend from the roots, up the stalk, and to leaves and 
9 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and-Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 68; Edgar 
Anderson, The Corn Plant of Today (1949), pp. 5, 20. 
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ear(s). In addition to transporting minerals from the roots to the leaves and ear(s), the fibro-
vascular tubes also transport manufactured plant food to the stalk and ears. 
Stalk Growth. The main stalk or stem and the ear shoots are comprised of distinct 
joints or nodes and intemodes, which is the part of the stalk located between nodes. Intemode 
length varies according to stalk growth. Stem growth has similar mechanics of motion as a 
telescope, which includes various lengths, diameters, and shapes. There are three types of 
stem. The first type exists above the ear and is round or oval in configuration. The second 
type, also known as the ear shoot, extends from the main stem or stalk up to the ear. It is the 
shortest of the three types. Last is the main stem, which include the part of the stem below 
the ear shoot to the ground. It is very strong and is characterized by a groove along one side. 
The growth of the stalk or stem occurs just above each of the nodes and at the very end of the 
stalk. The diameter growth occurs internally (endogenous), not by adding overlays externally 
as in typical tree growth. Tillers or suckers are small branches that grow from the nodes just 
aboye or below the surface of the ground. 10 
Com Leaves. The leaves grow with an alternating pattern and hide the grooved side 
of the stalk; usually 12 to 18 leaves are produced per com plant. The leaves are 
approximately ten times longer than their width. The wavy edge pattern of the leaves is 
caused by a faster rate of growth along the edges compared to the mid rib region of the leaf. 
This wavy structural design increases surface area and pliability compared to traditional flat 
leaves. Each leaf can be divided into three parts: the leaf sheath, the blade, and the ligule. 
The leaf sheath grows from the nodes and fastens to or encircles the stalk. The blade, often 
mistakenly thought of as the entire leaf, comprises the mid rib area, veins (parallel to mid 
10 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, fh ed. (1949), pp. 69-72; 
Wallace, Henry A. and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 6. 
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rib), and intercellular membranes. The ligule is located between the sheath and the blade, and 
functions as a type of collar that prevents water, dirt, and insects from spreading down the 
sheath and stalk. At both ends of the ligule grows the auricle, which is waxy, light green in 
color, and acts to funnel water down the stalk onto the leaf below. 
Each leaf contains numerous microscopic openings known as stomata, which act as 
portals allowing carbon dioxide from the air to enter the interior of the leaf. The leaf also 
uses the energy from the sun with chlorophyll, or green colored matter, to combine carbon 
dioxide with water via photosynthesis, which produces various forms of sugars and starches. 
In addition to manufacturing food, the leaves serve as a useful mechanism for reducing 
surplus moisture. Typically, 5 to lO pounds (2-5 kg) of water are lost via transpiration on a 
hot July day. 
The Ear. An ear of corn is very complex and difficult to describe. Anatomically the 
ear "is a spike upon whose thickened axis (the cob) naked grains (caryopses) are borne in 
longitudinal or somewhat spiral rows; eight, ten, twelve or more in number. The number of 
rows is always even because the spikelets upon which the grains are borne are paired, a 
characteristic in which maize differs from its nearest relatives, teosinte and Tripsacum, 
whose spikelets are solitary."11 The ear 1s enclosed in a husk, composed of mutated 
overlapping leaf-sheaths. 
The Kernel. One of the main prizes of the com harvest is the com kernel, which is 
measured by volume in bushel quantities. A bushel of corn can contain approximately 73,000 
kernels, the following season each kernel can produce one or more ears, which can produce 
11 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, The Origin and Nature of the Ear of Maize (l 945), p. 35. This work is highly 
descriptive in describing, in a concise form, the origins, nature, hypothesis of the ear and reduction of branches, 
the twisting of a two~ranked spike, evidence of fusion between teosinte and Tripsacum, other types of maize, 
and a preponderance of literature cited as conclusive evidence. 
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another 800 or more new kernels. The kernel has four distinct components that include the 
shell, endosperm, germ, and tip cap. 12 
The shell is the outer covering of the com kernel, also known as the hull. It protects 
the com from the environment by being a water and moisture vapor barrier, and helps deter 
attacking insects and microorganisms. The shell includes both the hull and aleurone layer. 
The hull (Pericarp) is the thin external covering that encompasses the entire grain and is 
nearly colorless except in red and calico varieties. The aleurone layer, immediately beneath 
the hull, is where pellets of protein are produced. 
The endosperm contains approximately 90 percent starch (both hard and soft starch) 
and 10 percent bound protein or gluten. The soft starch section is large and comprised of 
loose starch cells found throughout the kernel (it is often coined white starch). During 
germination, the endosperm is the source of energy for the seedling. The difference between 
the two starches is how compact or loose the starch is within the endosperm. At harvest, the 
endosperm occupies nearly two-thirds of the kernel's volume and accounts for approximately 
86 percent of its dry weight. The hard starch portion is comprised of tiny, solid starch cells 
and protein masses adhere to the sides and back of the kernel. Hard starch is semi-
transparent, whereas soft starch is cloudy. In Yellow flint com, except for the germ, almost 
all the kernel is hard starch and deeper in color than either soft or dent com. In soft or flour 
varieties, almost all the kernel, excluding the germ, is soft starch. This stored starch is the 
basis of corn's nutritional values. For example, ground com meal provides 3,578 calories per 
kilogram. 13 
12 For expanded information, see the National Com Growers Association, The World of Corn 
[information on-line]. 
13 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 78. 
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The germ is the oily portion of the kernel. This is the only living portion of the com 
kernel. The germ carries the essential genetic traits, enzymes, vitamins, and minerals each 
com kernel must possess to produce the next generation of com plant. It is divided into three 
sections, the plumule, radical, and scutellum ( or cotyledon). The plumule becomes the stem 
sprout and permanent root system of the com plant. The radical will provide temporary roots 
and the scutellum will absorb, reconstruct, ~d carry plant nutrients for the future seedling. 
For food and feed manufacturers, the germ is a very important component because it contains 
nearly 25 percent oil, which is processed into polyunsaturated oil (linoleic acid), and is the 
source of com "vegetable oil." 
The tip cap represents attachment between the kernel and the cob and serves as 
protection for the germ. It is the only outer portion of the kernel, which is not protected by 
the hull (Pericarp) and is the major passage for nutrients into the kernel. During shelling the 
tip cap remains with the kernel. If the tip cap breaks off from the kernel, the black covering 
of the germ is revealed. 14 
Germination Cycle (Seed Development). 
Fruit and Germ (Embryo). The silk and ovule are the female components, whereas 
pollen represents the male component. Botanically, the individual com kernel is a caryopsis, 
meaning it is a single seed that envelops a dried fruit, which is bound to the interior wall 
tissues of the fruit case or pericarp. Within the seed are two other important components; the 
embryo or germ, which produces the new com plant, and the endosperm, which will furnish 
sustenance for the germinating seedling. The embryo or germ consists of a minute plant axis, 
14 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 75-78; Henry 
A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 6-8; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 15-17. 
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including nearly five rudimentary leaves; a radicle, from which the root system will develop; 
and an attached seed leaf or scutellum. Com is predominantly a crossbreeding or cross-
pollinating species, a characteristic that promotes morphological variability and geographic 
acclimatization. For successful reproduction, several steps that involve both male and female 
inflorescence must occur simultaneously. 
Male Inflorescence. Male flowers are located on spikelets on the tassel of the plant. 
Each spikelet contains two flowers and each flower has three anthers, which are designed to 
house the golden colored pollen. Each tassel is composed of approximately 7,000 anthers, 
which together can produce approximately 15 million pollen grains. It is estimated that an 
individual anther can hold 2,000 pollen grains. Typically, tassels emerge before the silks, 
thereby pollen is available one to two days before it is needed. Wind blown pollen can travel 
up to one-half mile and remains potent for up to 24 hours. However, a pollen grain can die 
within a few hours under the stressful conditions of heat or drought.15 
Female Inflorescence. In mid-July, an ear shoot will emerge from either the seventh 
or eighth stalk joint. An ear shoot matures into an ear or cob, and produces a bundle of green 
or reddish silks.16 The female flowers are located in pairs on the cob. Normally only one 
flower of the pair develops. Usually approximately 800 female flowers develop per ear of 
com and each of these will produce a single silk (style or stigma). The process of silk 
formation commences near the butt or base of the ear and is completed within two to four 
days. To increase the chances of catching pollen grains the entire length of the silk, 
especially the tip, has a fleecy mucilaginous consistency, designed to promote pollen capture. 
15 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 72-73; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), pp. 3-5. 
16 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 3-5. 
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The silks are very receptive to pollen for up to two weeks after they emerge, under 
nonstressful conditions. 17 
Fertilization Process. In the Com Belt, com reaches to its maximum height by late 
midsummer. The tassel grows from the apex of the stalk. Each tassel is composed of 5 to 20 
branches, which produce hundreds of smaller spikelets that are actually flowers. Each of 
these forms oblong sacs or anthers which, when ripe, shed a yellow dust or pollen. The 
pollen carries the male germ and chemically, as well as biologically, is very potent. Under 
the right conditions, when pollen lands on a female silk it is transported along the length of 
the silk (10-12 inches or 25-30 cm) until it reaches the ovule. It is at this time and location 
that fertilization occurs. Of the millions of available pollen grains, over 99 percent fall to the 
ground and are wasted, with merely 800 or more pollen grains per ear to be blown by the 
wind, which land on the silks to be fertilized. 18 
Synthesis of New Life. When pollen fertilizes the silk of the same plant, the resulting 
kernel is termed inbred. In order to crossbreed com, the pollen from one plant must be placed 
or land on the silk of another plant.19 The mechanics of the fertilization process occur when 
the pollen, which adheres to a silk travels down the silk shaft and reaches the kernel. It is 
here that the two sperm nuclei within the pollen grain take different paths. One of the male 
nuclei (sperm) bonds with the female nucleus (egg) to form the embryo and completes the 
process of fertilization. The second male nuclei form the initial endosperm nucleus in a 
17 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 74. 
18 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 3-9. 
19 lbid., p. 5. 
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process called xenia. 20 Once the male nuclei reach the female nucleus, the processes of 
fertilization and xenia are completed in approximately 24 hours. Externally, discoloration 
and drying of the silks occurs within 4 2-72 hours after pollination, indicating that fertilization 
has been completed.21 
Kernel Growth. There are several stages of kernel ripening. The milk stage occurs 
approximately 20 days following fertilization. During this first stage, starch develops in the 
form of a fluid. The next stage, which occurs about 35 days after fertilization, is 
characterized by a soft, spongy consistency of the starch, and is known as the soft dough 
stage. The hard dough stage occurs 40 days after fertilization and during this period the 
starch becomes harder and stiff. The last stage is called the glazed stage and occurs 
approximately 45 days after fertilization. The com kernel is fully ripened within about 50 
days of fertilization. 
Anatomical Growth. The com plant is a dynamic living organism that collects raw 
materials such as air, water, and minerals; and then through the process of photosynthesis 
produces a product in various combinations of carbohydrates, proteins, oils, and other 
mineral nutrient by-products. The vigor that a com plant exhibits and its yield is a function of 
the plant's genetic makeup and ability to adapt to the environmental conditions under which 
the plant grows. Overall, nature controls the vast majority of environmental influences 
affecting com growth and crop yield. Farmers have traditionally helped nature by 
manipulating the local environment through improved managerial practices such as 
20 Xenia is the genetic effect of pollen: the effect of genes carried by pollen on the food storage tissue 
(endosperm) of the pollinated seed. The instantaneous effect of pollen on the endosperm due to the 
circumstance of double fertilization, which may allow the male parent to affect the appearance of the seed. 
21 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 74. 
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cultivation, fertilization, irrigation, and weed and insect control. The com growing process is 
divided into two parts, com germination, and plant growth.22 
Environmental Necessaries. The cellular development of the com plant during its 
earliest phases occurs simultaneously throughout the seed. By the third week of growth, all 
the components of the plant are formed. Four factors are required for com seed germination 
to occur; they are vigor, moisture, heat, and air ( oxygen). In addition to these four factors, 
once the new seedling breaks the surface, two more factors, sunlight and nutrients are 
required to sustain plant growth to maturity. 
Vigor or vitality is a special inbred characteristic needed for good plant growth. 
Although the seed may sprout, if it does not have the inner strength, a normal seedling can 
not grow into a mature com plant. 
Moisture, or more precisely water, is mandatory for seed germination. Water, in 
combination with the other elements, softens and then penetrates the outer shell of the com 
seed. 23 In addition, moisture transports nutrients and prevents the cornstalk from wilting. The 
latter requires large quantities of water. Water, either from rain, irrigation, or stored water 
within the soil, is continuously required because of transpiration of moisture. Increased 
temperatures, humidity, and size of leaf area accelerate transpiration. As previously noted, a 
typical com plant on a hot July day can loose 5-10 pounds (2-5 kg) of water into the 
atmosphere. For an acre of com during an average July and August day, this equates to 
22 Time does not permit other important areas of com development, such as water drainage, insects, 
and diseases, to be addressed and expanded upon within this paper. See Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: 
Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 259-326, regarding disease resistance and tolerance and 
pp. 327-360, regarding insect resistance and tolerance. In addition, for plant aliments see, Henry A. Wallace and 
Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 120-137, for weeds and pp. 138-187, for insect 
disease. E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 76. 
23 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 352-354. This work is also 
a good reference book regarding temperature of soil and effects of solar radiation. 
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nearly 18 tons (45,180 kg/ha) of moisture, which is drawn from the soil and escapes into the 
atmosphere through its leaves. During July and August, it is calculated that nearly a total of 
750 tons (1,882,500 kg/ha) of water transpires per acre, which is the equivalent of seven 
inches of rainfall. 
Heat is required for com. to germinate. In the U.S., the ideal temperature for 
germination is 90 degF (32 degC), and a maximum temperature of between 111-122 degF 
( 44-49 degC) is acceptable. Some hybrid com varieties, bred for cold tolerance, can 
germinate with a temperature as low as 42 degF (5 degC). 
Sunlight/Daylight. The length of the day sunlight has a tremendous effect upon the 
flowering and growing characteristics of com plants. The sun provides the energy that all 
green plants require. The chemical action whereby green plants absorb sunlight and store its 
energy is known as photosynthesis. In this process carbon dioxide from the air enters the 
leaves through stomata (small holes) and is then combined by the energy of the sun with 
water to produce starches. Some equate this starch with stored light or sunshine. Com is 
famous as a king of efficiency in storing large quantities of sunlight in the form of starch. 24 
Nutritional Requirements. Nearly all of the dry weight of the com plant consists of 
carbonaceous materials resulting from photosynthesis and other processes. There are at 
minimum 12 nutrients or elements that must be absorbed by the com plant in order to grow 
and develop normally. An adequate quantity of each nutrient or element at critical stages is 
essential to maximize growth. The coin plant requires many nutrients or elements; the most 
important include: Carbon (C), Hydrogen (H), Oxygen (0), Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), 
24 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 62-63. 
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Nitrogen (N), Sulfur (S), Calcium (Ca), Iron (Fe), and Magnesium (Mg).25 The atmosphere 
and water contains carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, while the other elements are found in the 
form of minerals in the soil. The com kernel acquires nearly 97 percent (by volume) of its 
nutrients from the air and water, and only three percent from the soil. Each element has a 
unique purpose and cannot be substituted for another element.26 
Carbon (C). Carbon plays a pivotal role in com plant development. It enters the 
leaves of the plant in the form of CO2 ( a gas), where the process of photosynthesis combines 
it with water absorbed from the soil through the roots, and produces sugar and starches. 
Nearly 45 percent of the com kernel is composed of carbon. 
Hydrogen (H). Water is the source of hydrogen for plant growth. Again, when 
combined with other elements during photosynthesis it forms a variety of carbohydrates and 
proteins. Hydrogen accounts for 6.4 percent of com kernel. 
Oxygen (0). Oxygen is our most plentiful element. It readily combines with nearly all 
other elements and is present in almost half of all known matter. Oxygen is made available to 
the com plant through a variety of means and in a variety of forms, such as CO2 ( a gas) and 
H20 (water). The process of photosynthesis to form carbohydrates uses oxygen. The com 
kernel is approximately 46 percent oxygen. Although there are traces of oxygen within the 
seed itself, there is not enough to support germination. Consequently, com will not germinate 
well in poorly drained or moisture saturated soil. 27 
25 The acronym "C. HOPK(i)NS CaFe Mg (mighty good)," provides an easy reminder of these 
essential elements; Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 63. 
26 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 459-467; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Uses (1976), pp. 257-258. 
27 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), pp. 61-63; Sir E. 
John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 176. 
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Phosphorus (P). Phosphorus is found throughout the com plant but is most abundant 
in the kernel. This element plays an important role in various phases of com growth. These 
include: 1) acceleration of germination of the seed and encouragement of early root growth, 
2) promotion of ripening, 3) increased formation of the seed in proportion to the stem, 4) 
critical component of all protoplasm, and 5) increased resistance to various fungus diseases. 
The kernel is approximately 0.26 percent phosphorus.28 
Potassium (K). This is another important element that accounts for only 0.32 percent 
of the kernel. It is believed that potassium acts as a catalyst for carbohydrate development, 
helps in starch transference, promotes resistance to fungal disease, and is critical for normal 
plant growth. 
Nitrogen (N). Approximately 1.5 percent of the com kernel is nitrogen. Nitrogen 
functions as a catalyst in the com plant. For example, it helps in controlling the amount of 
nutrition the com plant uses, helps postpone the ripening process, fosters a deeper green 
color, and invigorates growth of the entire plant.29 
Sulfur (S). Sulfur is also a critical element in the development of both cell protoplasm 
and protein production. Com hybrids designed for increased com oil production contain 
substantially more sulfur. Approximately 0.13 percent of the com kernel is sulfur. 
Calcium (Ca). Calcium represents less than 0.1 percent of the com kernel. However, 
it is essential for: 1) root hair development, 2) effective starch transfer, 3) neutralization of 
28 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 475. 
29 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 250-270; Henry A. 
Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 92. 
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plant acids, which promotes release of nitrogen in the soil, and 4) increased cell wall 
strength. 30 
Iron (Fe). The com plant only uses small traces of iron. However, it is very important 
in the production of chlorophyll, essential for photosynthesis. Iron can also act as a poison, 
especially in clay soils with low phosphorus, calcium, and available potash content.31 
Magnesium (Mg). Magnesium is primarily found in the seed (~.14%) and helps 
modulate the effects of calcium. 32 
The combination of Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), and Calcium (Ca), helps regulate 
absorption of too much aluminum and iron, and thus, helps prevent joint disease, dark spots 
on the leaves, and root rot. In the Com Belt, three of the 10 elements must be purchased and 
applied to maintain the land's productivity from year to year. The other seven elements are 
available naturally or can be adequately maintained via natural processes or replenished from 
other farm by-products such as manure. For example, commercial fertilizers are generally 
characterized by a three-figure nomenclature that represents the percentages of nitrogen (N), 
phosphoric acid (P2O5), and potash (K2O) within the total mixture. Typically, a mixture 
labeled 10-15-10, would contains 10 percent nitrogen, 15 percent phosphoric acid, and 10 
percent potash. 33 
30 Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), p. 65; Sir E. John 
Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), pp. 476-478. 
31 Sir E. John Russell, Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th ed. (1961), p. 479. 
32 lbid., p. 42. 
33 Large assortments of different products are based upon the com plant. For example, a bushel of com 
(56 pounds or 25 kg) can yield of 35 pounds (16 kg) of starch or 27.5 pounds (12 kg) of sugar (refmed hydrous 
dextrose) or 40 pounds (18 kg) of syrup, and 1.5 pounds (0.68 kg) of oil, 12 pounds (5 kg) of gluten feed, and 
two pounds (0.9 kg) oil cake. Henry A. Wallace and Earl N. Bressman, Corn and Corn Growing, 5th ed. (1949), 
pp.65, 78,92. 
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General Corn Plant Growth. The progression of normal com plant development, 
following germination, is-production of leaves followed by leaf sheathes, stalk, husk, ear 
shank, silks, cob, and ultimately the kernel grain. Typically, a modem com hybrid in central 
Iowa will produce 20-21 leaves, will silk approximately 65 days after emergence, and will 
mature 60 days later.34 Generally, com plants mature with a well-defined, sequential pattern 
of growth. However, the actual length of time of each stage, and the total number of leaves 
may vary depending upon the com hybrid variety, seasonal weather patterns, planting date, 
and geographical location. For example: 
1. Early versus late maturing com hybrids produce different numbers of leaves, and 
progress through the different stages at variable rates. 
2. Rate of growth or development is directly dependent upon external factors such as 
temperature. 
3. Nutrient or moisture deficiencies or other environmental stresses tend to lengthen 
the time required for the vegetative stages, and thus have the adverse effect of 
shortening the time for reproductive stages. 
4. Com hybrid variety and environmental conditions also influence the number of 
kernels per cob, kernel size, the rate at which the kernel weight increases, and the 
length of the reproductive growth cycle. 
The com growing cycle is divided into two visibly identifiable stages of development. 
The first stage, called Vegetative (V), is subdivided into VE, Vl, V2, ... V(n), and VT 
stages; where VE represents emergence stage and (n) stage represents the last leave stage 
before VT or tassel stage. Each V(n) stage is characterized by the appearance of the 
34 See Steven W. Richie, et al, How a Corn Plant Develops-Special Report No. 48 [database on-line] 
(1993), for a more complete explanation of the stages of com growth. Much of the material in the General Corn 
Plant Growth section is adapted from this work. This work also provides additional information in the form of 
Management Guides for farmers. It pays meticulous attention to particular hybrid com types and references to 
soil temperatures, planting depths, and several other important planting aspects. 
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uppermost leave collar.35 The second major stage or Reproductive stage includes; RI 
(silking), R2 (blister), R3 (milk), R4 (dough), R5 (dent), and R6 (physiological maturity).36 
Vegetative Levels and Maturation. 
Germination and Emergence (YE). The tap or radicle embryonic root is . the first 
external part of a com kernel embryo to form. Under good weather conditions, the kernel 
absorbs moisture that softens the shell. The elongating radicle then emerges and penetrates 
the soil. Subsequently, the coleoptile or cotyledon ( also know as the embryonic stem or 
hypocotyl) with the encased plumule (also know as the embryonic bud or epicotyl), forms, 
and is soon followed by the third and fourth temporary roots. VE (emergence) is culminated 
by rapid mesocotyl elongation that pushes the coleoptile ~o the surface. Usually VE occurs 4-
5 days after planting. However, under cool, dry conditions two or more weeks can elapse 
before the coleoptile reaches the surface. 
After the coleoptile breaks the soil surface and is exposed to the warmth of sunshine, 
the process of coleoptile and mesocotyl lengthening stops. At this time, the stem apex is 1-1.5 
inches (2.5-3.8 cm) below the surface, located just above the mesocotyl. The embryonic 
leaves rapidly form through the coleoptile tip and growth of the above ground plant ensues. 
The lateral temporary or seminal root system growth slows soon after VE and is nearly non-
existent by V3. Although the seminal root system functions throughout the life of the plant, 
its primary contribution occurs before the permanent root system is established. Regardless 
35 The first visible part of the leave collar is its back portion, which appears as a discolored line 
between the leaf blade in the leaf sheath. 
36 The Vegetative and Reproductive stage system precisely distinguishes the echelons of com plant 
development. Yet, not all the plants in a given field will be in the same stage at the same time. To determine the 
stage of growth for a particular field of com, each specific V or R stage is determined when 50 percent or more 
of the plants in the field are in or beyond a particular stage. 
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of planting depths, the tap root will begin to form approximately"l-1.5 inches (2.5-3.8 cm) 
below the surface. 
The permanent root system begins to grow late in VE. The first set of roots arises 
from the first node during VJ.- J:letween Vl and approximately R3, root development occurs 
in a step-like manner along the nodes of the stalk. This pattern continues until the 7-10 node 
level, after which there is very little root growth. By the V 6 stage, the permanent root system 
is the main source of water and nutrients to the plant. All roots ( except the tap or radicle 
roots) initially emerge at an angle of 25-30 degrees from horizontal, but as temperatures 
increase and drying occurs near the soil surface the roots change to a more vertical, 
downward direction. 37 
The V3 stage is characterized by rapid leaf growth. The leaves alternate from each 
side of the stem. In addition, root hairs emanate from the permanent root system. During this 
stage all of the leaves and ear shoots the plant will possess at maturity are created. 
V6 is a transitional period during which the stalk begins to elongate rapidly. Ear 
shoots or tillers are visible. They usually remain underdeveloped, and serve no significant 
function. By V8 the two lower leaves have either shed or have degenerated. 
Ear shoots that develop from aboveground nodes, except the last six to eight nodes, 
are visible by V9. Each ear shoot represents a potential ear of corn. At first, the lower ear 
shoots develop faster than the other ear shoots. However, the early rapid growth of the lower 
ear shoots tapers off, and only one or two ear shoots actually develop into a mature 
harvestable ear of corn. Special hybrids that produce more than one ear of corn are termed 
prolific. During this period of growth, the stalk continues to elongate and the tassel begins 
37 0. T. Bonnett, "The Developmental Anatomy of the Com Plant," Proceedings of Fifteenth Annual 
Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference (1960), p. 41. 
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development. Actual stalk growth occurs at the intemodes, first from the lower nodes and 
sequentially to the higher levels similar to a telescope. 38 
The VlO stage is marked by more rapid new leaf development, which now occurs 
every two to three days. By the Vl2 stage the ear shoots, the number of ovules (potential 
kernels) per ear, and the size of the ear have been determined. By stage V15 the com plant is 
approximately 10-12 days from the Rl (silking) stage. During this stage the most important 
phase of plant maturation, in terms of seed yield determination occurs. New leaves form 
every 1-2 days, and upper ear shoots development now exceeds that of the lower ear shoots. 
In addition, silks are forming from the upper ears. By Vl 7, the tips of the tassel and the upper 
ear shoots should be visible. The Vl 8 stage is marked by accelerated growth in upper ear 
shoots and ear development. Along the stalk, above the soil surface, brace roots ( aerial nodal 
roots) form to help support the plant and draw water and nutrients from the upper soil 
layers.39 
The VT stage starts approximately 2-3 days before silk emergence and pollen shed 
begins. By this stage, the com plant has reached full height. The interval between VT and Rl 
varies, depending upon the hybrid and environmental factors. Typically, pollen shed (also 
known as pollen drop) will occur during late mornings and early evenings. The shedding of 
pollen lasts one to two weeks. Individual silks .have emerged, and are receptive for the 
process of pollination, a process required for fertilization and kernel development. Harsh 
weather conditions during this period can retard ear and ovule growth more than tassel 
38 Ibid., p. 42. 
39 Ibid., p. 43. 
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development. The delay in ear development may cause temporal mismatch between pollen 
production and silk formation. 111 extreme cases, the process of fertilization will fail.40 
Stages of Reproduction and Kernel Growth. The Rl (silking) stage occurs when 
silks are visible outside the husk. The silks typically grow 1-1.5 inches (2.5-3.8 cm) per day 
or until fertilized. During the Rl stage the ovule (new kernel) is surrounded by cob material 
glumes, lemmas, and paleas. The outer portion of the kernel is white in color and the inner 
portion is clear and has very little fluid content. Between Rl and R2 stages, the shanks and 
husks attain full size. Actual pollination occurs when a pollen particle contacts a sticky silk. 
It takes approximately 24 hours for an attached pollen particle to travel down the silk to the 
ovule where fertilization occurs. It usually takes 2-3 days for all the silks on a single ear to be 
pollinated. 41 
The R2 (blister) stage occurs 10-14 days after silking. The outside of the kernel is 
white and resembles a blister in shape. Careful examination of a dissected kernel shows the 
small embryo and the endosperm surrounded by clear fluid. It is important to understand that 
although the embryo is still developing, the radicle, coleoptile, and first embryonic leaf have 
already formed. In other words, a developing miniature com plant is located within the 
growing embryo. By the end of R2 the kernel has emerged from the surrounding cob and has 
nearly attained full size. The silks, which have completed their task, start drying out and 
darken in color. 
The milk stage or R3 happens '18-22 days after silking. The kernel appears yellow in 
color and the inner fluid is now milky white, a reflection of the accumulation of starch. The 
40 Ibid., p. 44. 
41 Ibid., p. 45. 
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embryo inside is rapidly growing.· Nearly all of the kernels have grown out from the 
surrounding cob. -~ · 
The R4 (dough) stage takes place 24-28 days after silking. During this stage 
continuous starch production occurs within the endosperm and the inner fluid gradually 
congeals into a doughy texture. By this time four embryonic leaves have formed. Just prior to 
the RS stage, individual kernels will begin to "dent" as drying commences. In addition, the 
fifth and final embryonic leaf, and the lateral seminal roots form. These Sllfile five embryonic 
leaves are the first leaves that appear in the following growing season after germination and 
VE. 
The RS (dent) stage occurs 35-42 days after silking. By this time, nearly all of the 
kernels have dented and the shelled cob is dark in color. The actual denting of the kernel 
begins at the top of the cob and progresses toward the base of the corncob. 
The R6 (physiological maturity) stage culminates 55-65 days after silking. All of the 
kernels on the ear have attained maximum dry weight or maximum dry matter accumulation. 
By this time a black or brown abscission layer has formed. Abscission layer development 
initiates at the ear tip and progresses to the kernels at the base of the ear. Completion of the 
abscission layer represents the end of kernel growth and maturation. By this phase, the husks 
and many leaves have started to tum brown in color. _ 
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CHAPTER 5. THE LEGACY OF HYBRID CORN DEVELOPMENT: 
FROM PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS TO COMMERCIAL BREEDERS 
Introduction. This chapter begins with the important Federal legislation and policy 
~hanges that created the Land Grant Colleges and Experiment Stations. It then describes 
early researchers at the Land Grant institutions, and follows the migration of researchers 
westward. Finally, the contributions of the modem era hybrid com breeders and the 
expansion of private commercial breeding will be explored. 
Legislation. On 20 May 1862, President Abraham Lincoln authorized the Homestead 
Act.1 This ac;t granted that anyone who was either the head of a family, 21 years old, or a 
veteran of 14 days of active service in the U.S. armed forces, and who was a U.S. citizen or 
had filed a declaration of intent to become a citizen, could acquire a tract of land in the public 
domain not exceeding 65 hectares (160 acres, or a quarter section) of public lands in the 
West and Midwest. In order to take title of the land, the homesteader was required to live on, 
cultivate the land for five years, and build a structure upon it. The rush to own free land 
helped populate the frontier and provided the foundation for increased American agricultural 
production. 
Nearly a month after Lincoln signed the Homestead Act, on 6 July 1862, the president 
signed the Land Grant College Act (under the provisions of the Morrill Acts of 1862, also 
known as Land-Grant Act).2 This act and later amendments fueled agricultural research at 
1 The U.S. Congress, beginning in 1862, passed the first of many homestead laws that opened 
settlement of the West. It included federally owned land in all states except the original 13 and Maine, Vermont, 
West Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Texas. Vernon Carstensen, "Profile of the USDA-First Fifty Years," 
Growth Through Agricultural Progress, USDA Centennial Year, ed. Wayne D. Rasmussen (1961), p. 3. 
2 Abraham Lincoln signed Land-Grant bill, introduced by Representative Justin Smith Morrill of 
Vermont. This law authorized the granting to each state of30,000 acres (more than 12,000 hectares) of public 
land for each senator and each representative of the state in Congress at that time. The measure required that the 
revenue from these lands be used for ''the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college where 
the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and including military 
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state and federal institutions. States received federal funding from the sales of public lands 
earmarked for building institutions of higher education. It was at these Land Grant Colleges 
( and affiliated agriculture experiment stations) that many of the secrets of com inbreeding 
and crossbreeding were discovered. Furthermore, the first hybrid com breeding processes 
were discovered and proved viable at these publicly supported institutions. 3 
During the 1880's and 1890's, several advances in com research occurred, which 
further promoted its status as a useful research species. The adaptation of Mendel's laws and 
ancillary mechanical advances, such as with the development of the internal combustion 
engine, are two of many factors that elevated corn's status as the most prominent crop plant 
in the U.S. During this early green. revolution4 of American agriculture (as some have 
dubbed this era of agricultural advances), hybrid com advances coincided with new 
tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and mechanic arts ... in order to promote 
the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life." In 
some cases, the lands acquired by each state were subsequently sold and the revenues from the sales were 
reinvested in securities. The financial gains realized from these securities went to the support of Land-Grant 
institutions. See Alan I Marcus, Agricultural Science and the Quest for Legitimacy: Farmers, Agricultural 
Colleges, and Experiment Stations, 1870-1890 (1985), pp. 40-41, 59, 129-130, for expanded details of the 
impact of this act. James H. Hilton, "The Land-Grant College: Past and Present," Growth Through Agricultural 
Progress, USDA Centennial Year, ed. Wayne D. Rasmussen (1961), p. 33. 
3 The Land Grant Colleges (presently universities) that dominated in the development of hybrid com 
included the University of Illinois, Purdue University in Indiana, Iowa State University, the University of 
Wisconsin, the University of Nebraska, the University of Minnesota, Ohio State University, the University of 
Missouri, and Michigan State University. Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary 
Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 9-10; James H. Hilton, "The Land-Grant Colleges: Past and Present," Growth 
Through Agricultural Progress, USDA Centennial Year, ed. Wayne D. Rasmussen (1961), pp. 33-45; Deborah 
Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 75. 
4 The more traditional green revolution ~as noted with the impetus toward increased food production 
following World War II (1939-1945) and a result of a new population explosion. A so-called green revolution, 
involving selective breeding of traditional crops for higher yields, new hybrids, and intensive cultivation 
methods adapted to the climates and cultural conditions of densely populated countries such as India. Orville L. 
Freeman, "Agriculture, Today and Tomorrow," Growth Through Agricultural Progress, USDA Centennial 
Year, ed. Wayne D. Rasmussen (1961), pp. 63-65; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), 
p. 217. 
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agricultural machinery, ~b-~!llicals, and innovations in farming management. 5 · Social changes 
of the era included appreciated land values, enlarged eastern markets and a growing demand 
for food, increased gold supply, and railroad expansion. Between 1870 and 1930, although 
much research had been conducted, no measurable increase in com yields had been realized. 6 
During that time, the average yield remained between 27 and 32 bushels per acre. By the mid 
1940s however, the nation averaged 53 bushels per acre. The increased yield was attributed 
to the fact that hybrid com assumed nationwide prominence during that decade. A 
characteristic of the new hybrids was their ability to stand and bare heavier ears of com until 
harvest. Traditional open-pollinated com had much weaker stalks, which broke easily and 
left ears of com on the ground. This, in turn, required hand harvesting, a much more difficult 
and labor-intensive process. The hybrid com plant circumvented this problem, and efficient 
machine harvesting replaced the old methods. Since the 1940's, further advances have been 
implemented, for example, the average yields between 1987 and 1991 grew to 109.6 bushels 
per acre.7 
Early Breeding-Pre-Hybrid Development. Long before intensive academic 
inbreeding and crossbreeding research programs existed throughout the universities and 
experimental stations of the nation, a few noteworthy researchers ~d private breeders led the 
way in developing improved open-pollinated com varieties. These pre-hybrid com breeders 
5 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p 1; 
Alison M. Phillips Kovac, Promoting Rural Civilization: Wallaces' Farmer and the Iowa Homestead, 1920-
1929 (1996), p. 2. 
6 See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 209, specifically 
for breeding period (1772-1918) where breeding practices were predominately determined via; 1) mixing 
varieties, 2) mass selection, 3) com shows, and 4) ear-to-row breedin~ practices. 
7 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 2. 
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include Eugene D. Funk Sr., Charles Gunn, Isaac Hershey, George Krug, James Reid, and 
Henry A. Wallace, to only mention a few. 8 
Catalyst of Hybrid Research. Hybrid com resulted from new processes of breeding, 
and achievements made possible by two important factors. The first factor was increased and 
more detailed knowledge about the physical characteristics of the com plant. During the 
previous two decades, plant scientists learned a great many things about com, facts never 
known to the Indians who had discovered com and worked with it for several thousand years. 
The second was knowledge derived from the series of discoveries made about the nature of 
heredity influences on the characteristics of plants.9 
Parallel Advances. Com breeders and agronomists diligently worked to improve the · 
quality of the com. At research institutions, scientists were interested in understanding the 
sequence of hereditary and evolutionary mechanics encountered with the discovery of a new 
breeding system called "hybridization." The technical advances of scientists greatly 
. improved the methodology of selecting and manipulating the genetic makeup of com. 
Darwin was one of the first scientists to hybridize intentionally. In addition, his experiments 
of continuous inbreeding of cqm plants revealed its common characteristics of decreased 
yields and diminished vigor. 10 
8 See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 210, a majority of 
modem com-belt hybrid com is traced back to 3 varieties, all produced by mixing Reid's Yellow Dent, Krug's 
Yellow Dent, and Lancaster Sure Crop. Also see Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, 
and Use (1976), pp. 73-110, and Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 
1942-1992 (1992), p. 9, for the evolution of com improvement, methods of mass selection, ear-to-row selection, 
varietal hybridization, synthetic varieties or composites, and hybrid inbred lines. Henry A. Wallace and William 
L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. xiii, 70-80. 
9 Richard A. Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: Prophets of Plenty (1948), p. xv. 
10 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 218; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: 
Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 375-376. 
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The Early Light of Dawn: Darwin, Gray, and Beal.11 Darwin, prior to the 
publication of his com breeding experiment titled The Effects of Cross and Self-fertilization 
in the Vegetable Kingdom, shared the results of his research with friend Asa Gray, a 
Professor of Botany at Harvard University.12 Later, Professor Gray13 shared this information 
with William James Beal, one of his students that later became a distinguished botanist. 14 
Soon thereafter, in 1875, Beal left Harvard University and accepted the position as Assistant 
Professor of Botany and Agriculture at Michigan Agricultural College. He began his own 
com breeding experiments there. Beal was especially interested in experimenting with com 
plants that originated from different parts of the country. He selected distinct varieties, 
crossbreeding them, and recorded the results. He dubbed his process Controlled Parentage. 15 
One interesting discovery that Beal made during his experiments included a yield increase of 
nearly 20 percent when cross-pollination was performed between distantly related varieties. 16 
u This author wishes to acknowledge, within the purview of this study, the research scientists and 
breeders in the field of corn research not mentioned here. Across the globe, many universities and public and 
private institutions, in the quest to reveal corn's secrets, have conducted exhaustive studies and research. 
However, for this treatise, a preponderance of English text publications cited and consulted has primarily 
highlighted specific researchers and breeders, in which will be discussed further. Any omission or brevity of 
scope towards any individual(s) or institution(s) is unintentional. 
12 In 1876, Darwin formally published his findings, The Effects of Cross and Self-fertilization in the 
Vegetable Kingdom. Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 219; Henry A. Wallace and 
William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 91. 
13 See Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 17, where he cites 
Asa Gray as one of the foremost American Botanist of his time, and where Gray stated to the American 
Agriculturist in August 1880: that "Undoubtfully there is not a more prolific forage plant known; but as it is 
essentially tropical in its habits, this luxuriant growth is found in tropical or subtropical climates. The chief 
drawback to its culture with us will be that the ripening of the seed crop will be problematical, as early frost will 
kill the plant. To make the teosinate a more useful plant ... the one thing needful is to develop early flowering 
varieties so as to get seed before frost." 
14 See Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 
60-69, for additional details about the early life of Beal. Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions to 
Hybrid Corn-Past and Future," Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference 
(1955), p. 109; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 211. 
15 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 211. 
16 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 86-87; Helen M. 
Cavanagh, Seed, Soil and Science: The Story of Eugene D. Funk (1959), p. 85. 
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Other plant breeders at that time attempted to reproduce the results of Beal, however they did 
not experience the same increase in yields. Although the experiments of Beal did not 
immediately effect com production or yields, they did directly influence student Perry G. 
Holden, who brought Beal's experimental process to the University oflllinois.17 
The Training of Holden. Prior to his work with Funk Brothers Seed Company, 
Holden studied under Beal at Michigan State College. During that time, Holden 
experimented with some of Reid's Yellow Dent open-pollinate com varieties, which had won 
a World's Fair blue ribbon in 1893.18 Two years later, in 1895, Holden was encouraged to 
join Cyril G. Hopkins's com . improvement program at Illinois Agricultural College 
(University of Illinois Experiment Station). Hopkins was more interested in improving com 
quality, and his goal was to increase com oil and protein content, whereas Beal's research 
was designed to improve com yields. 19 Holden worked under Hopkins for five years, until 
Holden's fine breeding skills caught the eye of Eugene D. Funk Sr., of Funk Brothers Seed 
Company, who hired him as its first manager in 1901. During his three-year tenure at Funk 
Brothers Seed Company, the company's reputation and notoriety grew, a result of increased 
sales of its Reid's Yellow Dent com variety.20 
17 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 220; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its 
Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its 
Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 81. 
18 See Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), 
pp. 13, 21, Com Shows were held throughout the Com Belt, the apex of these events was the Chicago Worid's 
Fair in 1893, also known as the World's Colombian Exposition. Reid's Yellow Dent won the blue ribbon that 
year. Also see E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Stajjs of Life (1985), p. 60, regarding other open-pollinated com varieties that 
were very popular including Funk's 176A, grown in Illinois andiodent, grown in Iowa. 
19 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 242-250; Paul 
C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 211. 
20 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 13; 
Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213. 
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The Merger of Hopkins, Holden, and East. Prior to his move to Funk Farms, Holden 
performed extensive inbreeding experiments at the Illinois Experiment Station under 
Hopkins. During this same period, Eugene Davenport was the chief sponsor for developing 
the agricultural breeding program at the Agricultural Experiment Station at the University of 
Illinois. Davenport also served as director of both the Experiment Station and the 
University's Department of Agriculture. Davenport had initially selected Hopkins, an 
experiment station chemist, to oversee a new project to increase the protein and oil content of 
com, with the goal of developing improved feed for livestock. The program advanced.and the 
workload increased to the point where, in 1900, Hopkins hired East as a full-time staff 
member at the experiment station. 21 This was East's first exposure to the important com 
breeding experiments of Holden. (The following year, 1901, Holden was hired as breeder for 
Funk Brothers.) As a member ofHopkin's staff, East also began academic studies in genetics 
taught by Professor Charles Hottes. 22 
During the tum of the century, Hottes had studied and communicated with revered 
biologists, Carl Correns and Erich von Tschermak, and botanist, Hugo Marie de Vries, 
concerning genetics and their radical new theory of systematic conveyance of characteristics 
from generation to generation. 23 East accepted Hottes' s advanced genetic insight and applied 
21 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 22; 
Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, ·seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 216-18; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213-32. Also see Deborah Fitzgerald, The 
Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 75-102, for an expanded history of the 
University of Illinois and impact of Eugene Davenport. 
22 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), p. 121; Paul C. 
Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace and William L. 
Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 106. 
23 Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 7, 17; Henry A. 
Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 92; Deborah Fitzgerald, The 
Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 25, 30. 
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it to the recently published works of Darwin. During the next three years, East witnessed that 
Hopkin's protein project produced some varieties of com that contained two to three times 
more protein than tradition,al com varieties. Another important discovery was that these high 
performing varieties were descendants from just one of 136 originally selected com ears.24 
East also was well aware of the fact that as protein content increased, com yields decreased. 
The latter was due to the effect of constant inbreeding. He shared this view with two new 
staff associates, H. H. Love and W. T. Craig.25 East requested Hopkins's permission to apply 
this knowledge to further experimentation. Although Hopkins denied official permission for 
further inbreeding experiments, East secretly planted a Leaming com variety and self-
pollinated it himself. In the spring of 1905, East, assisted by Love and Craig, planned a new 
com experiment. For the first time, a full-scale study of Burr and Leaming inbreeds, which 
had been "selfed" three and four times, was compared. Later that season East left the Illinois 
Experiment Station for the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. His colleague, 
Love, later sent the progeny of this experiment to him. 26 
East, Shull, and the American Breeders Association (ABA). 
Connecticut Research by East. During 1905, E. H. Jenkins, of the Connecticut 
Agricultural Experiment Station asked Hopkins, if he could recommend a promising graduate 
-
student to assist him. Hopkins recommended East, and later that summer East moved to 
Connecticut to assist Jenkins. Soon after arriving at the experiment station, East received 
from Love, some of the harvested com seed of his first Burr and Leaming inbred line 
24 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 221; Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-
Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 22. 
25 Both of these researchers went on to become distinguished plant breeders at Cornell University. 
Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 17-18. 
26 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 23; 
Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 30. 
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experiments (from Illinois). The following spnng (1906) East hand-pollinated the 
experimental seed plants, thereby inbreeding them for one more generation. He repeated the 
same procedure the following year. The results of continued inbreeding were not surprising. 
As expected, these plants exhibited decreased vitality and yields. During 1906-07, East also 
conducted parallel experiments that involved crossbreeding some of the inbred plants. He 
used Burr and Leaming inbreeds as male parents and crossed them with leading varieties of 
regional open-pollinated varieties. These experiments provided the breakthrough he had 
sought. These plants exhibited improved vitality, much more so than traditional com 
varieties. 27 A breakthrough was made. 
Shull's Coincidental Discovery. In 1904, while East was carrying out experiments 
under Hopkins and taking classes ;from Hottes, other advances were in progress. During the 
same year, Dr. George Harrison Shull assisted Charles B. Davenport in opening the Carnegie 
Institution for Experimentl:ll Evolution in Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, New York.28 For 
several years Shull, like East, had investigated the effects of genetics upon com breeding. In 
the spring of 1905, Shull self-pollinated several native white dent com varieties, and 
compared the number of rows ofkemels per cob of the parent to their progeny. During 1906 
and 1907, Shull expanded experiments of inbred lines to include the crossbreeding of 
unrelated lines. 
27 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 30-33; 
Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions to Hybrid Com-Past and Future," Proceedings of Tenth 
Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference (1955), p. 110; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin 
Evolution and Improvement'(1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early 
Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 106-108; Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary 
Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 24. · 
. 28 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 121-122; H.K. 
Hayes, "I Saw Hybrid Com Develop," Proceedings of Eleventh Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research 
Conference (1956), p. 49; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. 
(1988), p. 96; Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 35. 
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The American Breeders Association (ABA). In January 1908, Shull compiled the 
results of his experiments in a work titled The Composition of a Field of Maize, and 
presented it at the American Breeders Association (ABA) convention in Washington, D.C.29 
East attended that same ABA convention and was especially intrigued by the results of Shull. 
East realized how similar Shull' s experiments were to his own. The most important similarity 
was that Shull also surmised that inbred lines,· when further crossbred, exhibited increased 
yields and vitality.30 "Heterosis," Greek for "alteration," was the term that Shull gave to 
explain this characteristic of hybrid vigor. The work of Shull was detailed and far more 
expansive than the previous experiments and conclusions drawn by Darwin, which had 
previously generated a great commotion among scientists.31 
Confirmation of Research Results and Conclusions. In May 1908, East set out to 
duplicate the experiments of Shull. From a borrowed copy of Shull's published experiments, 
East replicated the experimental design, planted his own hybrid seed, and separately 
corroborated the finding of Shull. In June of the same year, East visited Shull at Cold Spring 
Harbor, and for the next year they shared correspondence about their experiments. The 
discoveries by East and Shull encouraged further studies of this heterosis phenomenon. East 
29 See Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 
101, "The Composition of a Field of Maize," which articulates that an ordinary com field is composed of 
complex hybrids, that an increase in homzygosity decreasys vigor (inbreeding), and that the goal of breeding is 
not to find the best pure-lines, but to identify and maintain the hybrid combination. Also see Grant G. Cannon, 
Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 223, for the heterosis process further elaborated by Shull in his 
1909 paper, A Pure Line Method of Corn Breeding Hybrids, which uses a Mendelian basis for explaining 
increased com vigor via hybridization. Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use 
(1976), pp. 55-60; Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 
37. 
30 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 37; 
Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 222; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: 
Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 55-56. 
31 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 58-59; Grant G. 
Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 223; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and 
Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 106. 
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confirmed many of Shull' s findings and complimented Shull for providing him certain new 
insights on the significance of inbreeding. Both men resolved to not debate the question of 
first discovery. However, they did disagree on some aspects of the experiments, such as how 
this innovative discovery c.ould realistically benefit farmers. 32 
Differences in Practicable Application. Shull believed that two distinct inbred lines 
should initiate production. The inbred lines of seeds should be planted in parallel and in 
alternating rows. One line of the inbred plants is then hand detasseled, and allowed to be 
pollinated and crossbreed by the second. East, was more realistic and understood that farmers 
could not afford to carry out such prolonged labor-intensive practices themselves. The high 
cost and time required to produce hybrid seed com would be prohibitive to the common 
farmer. Thus, he proposed a new process to be devised. East surmised that increased hybrid 
vigor could be commercially achieved by the crossing of inbred lines with the farmer's open-
pollinated com, a method Beal had devised for crossing unrelated varieties. Later that fall 
East made.a tremendous discovery.33 
Hybrid Development. 
Cross Breeding Unrelated Inbred Lines. The culmination of East's work was realized 
in the fall of 1908. He made two important discoveries; both of which possessed practical as 
well as theoretical value. The first discovery was. achieved by crossing single-crossed Burr 
and Leaming hybrids together (both of these lines were from highly inbred lines), which 
produced the highest yielding single-cross hybrids, which produced 202 bushels . per acre. 
The second outstanding discovery was more obvious. The ears of the inbred crosses were 
32 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its. Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 108; 
Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 37-38. 
33 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 224; Deborah Fitzgerald, The 
Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 39. 
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much larger and substantially more uniform, characteristics that increased the efficiency of 
mechanized harvesting. East confirmed these results by duplicating this experiment several 
times. Unfortunately, the one drawback was the need to develop a procedure able to produce 
enough parent seed at less expense to ensure economic viability.34 
East, Hayes, and Jones Collaborate. Shortly thereafter, in 1909, East was invited to 
join the faculty at Harvard University. He took the position, and responding to the urging of 
former director E. H. Jenkins, East persuaded Harvard to permit him to continue to oversee 
and direct the com-breeding program at Connecticut.35 Later, East hired Herbert Kendall 
Hayes, a graduate of Massachusetts Agricultural College, to take over at the Connecticut 
Experiment Station.36 During this time East also received a letter from Arizona Experiment 
Station graduate student Donald F. Jones, requesting permission to study under him at 
Harvard. Jones had conducted inbreeding experiments on alfalfa plants while at the Arizona 
Experiment Station. Jones had read the USDA publication co7authored by East and Hayes, 
titled Heterozygosis in Evolution and in Plant Breeding, and this work motivated Jones to 
request to join East and his experiments in New England.37 Later, in 1915, when Hayes 
34 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
25-26. 
35 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 108; 
Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 40; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 56-57. 
36 See H. K. Hayes, "I Saw Hybrid Com Develop," Proceedings of Eleventh Annual Hybrid Corn 
Industry-Research Conference (1956), p. 48, for an excellent account by Hayes of hybrid research and its 
development history. 
37 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 41; H. 
K. Hayes, "I Saw Hybrid Com, Develop," Proceedings of Eleventh Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research 
Conference (1956), p. 51. 
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stepped down from the Connecticut Experiment Station, Jones assumed his responsibilities. 
Hayes moved west and joined the plant breeding staff of the University ofMinnesota.38 
Hayes Influences Merle T. Jenkins. In 1919, Dr. Hayes had an unexpected visitor 
named Merle T. Jenkins. 'fhe two men discussed the topic of hybrid com research at great 
length. The meeting inspired Jenkins to perform the first inbreeding experiments in southern 
Wisconsin in 1920. For a short time, Jenkins worked with James R. Holbert at Funk farms, 
and shortly thereafter, in 1922, he joined the faculty at Iowa State College. While at Iowa 
State College, he crossed two of Holbert' s inbred com lines, with those developed by H. A. 
Wallace.39 By 1924, he had created a successful three-way cross hybrid. Jenkins later went 
on to direct the Office of Com Investigations for the USDA.40 
The Passage of Time. No dramatic new revelations or discoveries were made for 
nearly a decade after Shull's and East's hallmark discoveries concerning hybrid vigor. Shull 
continued his experiments at Cold Spring Harbor.focusing on hybrid inbreeding and wrote of 
the problems of evolution. He also began investigating inbreeding and crossbreeding the 
Primrose plant, as a resource plant he hoped would reveal greater genetic secrets.41 During 
this period, only five experiment stations continued to produce and expand various inbred 
com varieties. 
38 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 225; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its 
Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its 
Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 109; Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary 
Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 26. 
39 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
33-39; Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), p. 87; Merle T. Jenkins, 
"Maize Breeding During the Development and Early Years of Hybrid Maize," Maize Breeding and Genetics, 
ed. David B. Walden (1978), pp. 13-28. 
40 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 32. 
41 Henry A. Wallace a~d William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 97. 
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Developments by Jones. 
Double-Cross Hybrid Process Refined. It was an unfortunate reality that although 
researchers had discovered the double-cross hybrid process and its secrets for increased com 
yields and vigor, the true challenge was to produce enough seed from inbred plant lines for 
commercial application without incurring the associated high costs. In 1916, Jones proposed 
a new method to create enough parent hybrid com seed. To accomplish this feat, Jones first 
had to increase the supply of Burr-White and Leaming single-cross hybrids. 42 Hayes had 
developed the Burr and White inbred crosses, and the Leaming hybrid was a result of East's 
work in Illinois. Jones had acquired an adequate supply of each single-cross hybrid, and in 
1917, crossed a Leaming single-cross (as the seed parent) with the Burr-White single-cross 
(as the pollinator), thus producing the first known double-cross hybrid. According to his 
experimental designs, Jones de~asseled the Burr-White single-cross inbreeds, and pollinated 
them with the Leaming single-cross. Jones repeated the procedure in 1918 to confirm the 
results, that the new double-cross hybrids would keep the desired characteristics of its parent 
and still produce a 20 percent greater yield than did either single-cross parent. 43 
Prior to the 1918 harvest, Jones published his doctoral dissertation in which he 
announced two remarkable proclamations based upon his experiments. The first was his 
prediction that the double-cross hybrid com variety represented the solution to the need for 
an abundant seed supply to ensure economic feasibility. The second was his explanation 
based upon Mendel's Laws, of the phenomena of hybrid vigor.44 The crux of his theory was 
42 Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 109; 
Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 55. 
43 Richard A. Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: Prophets of Plenty (1948), p. 2; Richard Crabb, The 
Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 27-28. 
44 Grant G. Cannon, (J-reat Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 226; Deborah Fitzgerald, The 
Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 57. 
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that crossed inbred lines provided the best characteristics of both parents to the next 
generation. His theory was later published in the Journal of Genetics entitled, "Dominance of 
Link Factors as a Means. of Accounting for Heterosis." In a style that Mendel would 
appreciate, Jones's theory stated, "that hybrid vigor is the expression of genes favorable 
effects carried in the chromosomes. Each parent has some of these good genes; the hybrid 
has them all. "45 
Sterility or Manpower. Jones's experiments revealed that the double-cross hybrid 
process consistently yielded more than the single-cross process. However, the tedium of the 
task of producing double-cross hybrids was not lost upon Jones. It was estimated that nearly 
150,000 people participated annually in detasseling to produce hybrid seed com. Jones 
sought a genetic solution to eliminate the detasseling step and predicted he could produce a 
single-cross hybrid with sterile pollen. This would mean that detasseling would no longer be 
required to produce the double-cross hybrid. However, he would still have to resolve the 
dilemma of restoring fertility to the subsequent double-cross hybrid in order for it to produce 
grain for the farmer.46 
Fertility-Restoring Gene. The plan of Jones was to produce a plant that passed the 
male sterility trait through the plant's cytoplasm (the protoplasm of the egg) of the female 
element, and breed a fertility-restoring gene within the male parent. He obtained a unique 
45 Hybridization results from revolutionary means of controlling genetic/hereditary factors, more so 
than previously followed practices, which involved Orthodox breeding practices. In hybridization, parent stocks 
are derived from traditional open-pollinated com selected for its outstanding traits and purified by self-
fertilization, which is called "selfed" or inbreeding. These inbreds are used exclusively as breeding stock and 
producing desired hybrid seed com. It is noted that several of the earliest inbred lines, during the hybridization 
experiments, were in their 58th continuous generation of inbreeding. Richard A. Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn 
Makers: Prophets of Plenty (1948), p. xvi; Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 227; 
Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace and 
William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 14, 104; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, "Dr. 
Jones' Contribution to "The Hybridization of Com"," Growth and Development of the Corn Plant (1948), p. 52. 
46 Grant G. Cannon, Gfeat Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 227. 
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Texas corn variety that carried the male sterility trait in its cytoplasm from his renowned 
student, Paul Mangelsdo~f.47 Shortly thereafter, Jones discovered the fertility-restoring gene. 
He was able to transfer these two desired genetic traits into numerous other hybrid corn 
varieties. 48 
Earlier Independent Breeders. 
Funk and Holden Meet. In 1892, Eugene·D. Funk Sr. introduced a new short season 
variety of corn titled Funk's 90 Day Corn. Funk developed his corn by crossing Reid's 
Yellow Dent (a traditional full season variety) with early maturing varieties. He hoped that 
farmers would purchase this new variety when the traditional crop had been destroyed by an 
early frost or damaged by early adverse weather conditions, and thus, still achieve a good 
crop yield.49 His corn seed was a success, and in 1901, he established the Funk Brothers Seed 
Company of Bloomington, Illinois. Professor Perry G. Holden was hired as corn breeder 
(page 73). The new company's mission was to influence the corn crop of the nation by 
improving corn science. 50 · 
Railroad Lectures by Holden. A few years later, in 1904, Holden left Funk Brothers 
Seed Company and joined the staff of Iowa State College to continue his research. His 
47 See E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 19, for a good short history ofMangelsdorf and his 
study of com history-tracing com ancestry. Also, see Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and 
Improvement (1974), p. vii. Beginning in 1921, Mangelsdorf was a graduate assistant to Jones at the 
Connecticut Experiment Station and for six winters studied under East at Harvard. 
48 See E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), pp. 74-75, which provides a good account of 
Jones/MangelsdorfT-cytoplasm class-action suit of 1963, against the com seed industry. It was not until 1970, 
when the Plant Variety Protection Act was passed, that Research Corporation of New York (an organization 
that handled patents and their protection for many academicians), took action and won a judgement against all 
com seed companies. Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 228; Robert W. 
Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 369-370. 
49 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 12; 
Helen M. Cavanagh, Seed, Soil and Science: The Story of Eugene D. Funk (1959), p. 85. 
50 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 13; 
Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 83-86; Helen M. 
Cavanagh, Seed, Soil and Science: The Story of Eugene D. Funk (1959), p. 86. 
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enthusiasm for improving com varieties extended beyond research and classroom. He is 
credited with the invention of the "com trains," with the help from "Uncle" Henry Wallace, 
publisher of Wallaces Farmer (a renowned publication for farmers). 51 Together these men 
convinced railroad magnates that it was in their industry's best interest, to help com farmers 
via agriculture education. The railroad assisted by converting several passenger train cars 
into mobile classrooms, in which Holden traveled and taught during the months of January, 
February, and March. The trains traveled throughout the region, making up to 17 stops a day. 
Holden lectured and enlightened farmers about the benefits of new farming techniques and 
new com varieties. 52 Although Funk Brothers Seed Company had lost one of its renowned 
breeders, Funk and Holden kept close contact, and shared information about Reid's Yellow 
Dentcom.53 
During the early 1900s, Funk attended numerous conferences that focused upon com 
improvement. The two that most affected Funk were held at Washington, D.C. and 
Columbia, Missouri. It was at these ABA conferences Shull reported and described his 
experiments of inbreeding and crossing various com varieties. Although no work cites Funk 
and Shull actually meeting, correspondence between the men existed for several years. 
Specifically, Shull's 17 January 1914 letter to Funk encouraged Funk to continue crossing 
unrelated com varieties to form new hybrids with increased vigor. In addition, Shull relayed 
that the name Funk Brothers had become synonymous with intelligent farming. It is assumed 
51 See Alison M. Phillips Kovac, Promoting Rural Civilization: Wallaces' Farmer and the Iowa 
Homestead, 1920-1929 (1996), pp. 18-21; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early 
Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 112, 115; Richard Lowitt and Judith Fabry, Henry A. Wallace's Irrigation 
Frontier: On the Trail of the Corn Belt Farmer, 1909 (1991), pp. 212-213, regarding economic and social 
impacts of Wallaces' Farmer. 
52 Henry A. Wallace, "The Department as I Have Known It," Growth Through Agricultural Progress, 
USDA Centennial Year, ed. Wayne D. Rasmussen (1961), p. 21; E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 64. 
53 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 14. 
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that Funk, by attending ABA meetings and subsequent correspondences with Shull, adopted 
many of Shull' s breeding techniques an,d processes. Funk farms also developed pure "com 
families" or specific varieties of foundation seed com grown in isolated plots. By 1916, Funk 
Brothers Seed Company sold its first hybrid seed com, which was not derived from inbreeds, 
but was developed by crossing three varieties of com. It was marketed as Funk's Tribred. In 
early 1917, James Holbert joined Funk Brothers Seed Company. 
Holbert in the Com Belt. In 1916, while Jones was refining his breeding process 
techniques in Connecticut, James R. Holbert conducted the first inbreeding project in the 
Com Belt region. The experiments of Holbert involved meticulous self-pollination of open-
pollinated com varieties. Within a decade he also developed double-cross hybrids, which 
were the first com hybrids advanced at Funk Farms Federal Field Station in Illinois. The 
Funk Farms hybrids were remarkable for their resistance to diseases such as root and stalk 
rot, and various insects, and tolerance to drought. 54 Funk, like other early breeders, sought to 
improve com both by increasing its yields and its ability to withstand insects and disease. 
The First World War caused a shortage of seed com. More importantly, Funk farms 
and other Com Belt states' experiment stations also became aware of another, more 
devastating situation. Although some higher yielding open-pollinated Reid and Krug varieties 
raised yields and Jones was resolving the double-cross seed production process dilemma, 
com diseases that destroyed stalks and root systems had became increasingly pervasive. To 
stem the tide of these diseases, the USDA created several new cooperative research stations 
in Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin solely to focus upon this problem. 55 In addition to 
54 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 31; 
Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 178-199. 
55 These USDA Cooperative Research Stations were in addition to Experiment Stations affiliated with 
Land Grant colleges. 
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federally funded com disease research at state colleges, the USDA designated Funk farms as 
the only privately owned facility performing USDA research. At that time Funk farms was 
recognized as the largest com research establishment in the nation's private sector. In 1918, 
Funk Farni. Federal Field Station was established, and Holbert was assigned to direct 
operations. 56 
Hybrid Corn Commercialization. 
Private Enterprise Links to Land Grant Institutions. The hybrid com seed industry of 
today is founded upon the scientific principles and discoveries of such notable persons as 
Darwin and Beal. New England scientists East, Shull, Hayes, and Jones, shared their 
discoveries with several agronomists and researchers at Land Grant colleges and Experiment 
Stations. In time, the double-cross hybrid proved more practicable and cheaper than single-
cross hybrids and proliferated across America. 57 
Purdue College. In 1918, George N. Hoffer visited with Jones in Connecticut. That 
encounter persuaded him that com improvement could be realized by the inbreeding and 
crossing processes. Hoffer took this new insight back to the Purdue College farm, where a 
year later he perfected the state's first hybrid com, derived from the Jones-East Burr-
Leaming double-cross varieties. In 1922, he expanded his staff by hiring Ralph R. St. John 
and Glen Smith. In 1930, St. John became head of the com-breeding program at Purdue 
College. During his tenure, two important inbreeds, called WF9 and 38-11 were developed. 
In cooperation with Holbert ( of Funk Farms Federal Field Station) and Purdue College they 
refined and publicly marketed the first commercial hybrid, US. 13, which was successfully 
56 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 18. 
57 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 91-91; Richard 
Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 67. 
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sold from New Jersey to Colorado. A few years later St. John joined the DeKalb County 
Agricultural Association in Illinois. 58 
Many people, such as Eugene D. Funk, Sr., Thomas Roberts, Sr., Lester Pfister of 
Illinois, and Henry A. WalJace oflowa, promoted the new hybrid com seed industry. Each of 
these men, and the private commercial organizations represented, depended upon the 
knowledge gained from research at state and federal experiment stations. 59 
DeKalb. In the early 1900s, Charles L. Gunn joined the DeKalb County Agriculture 
Association. By 1925, Gunn was also conducting inbreeding experiments using open-
pollinated varieties. His research interests were specifically directed toward more northern 
region farmers of the Com Belt. He developed, DeKalb 404A, a refined hybrid that could be 
grown as a valuable grain crop in Canada, 200 miles further north than traditional com 
varieties. 60 
In 1924, Roberts and Gunn co-founded a new hybrid com program based upon two 
important events that had occurred the previous year. The first event was a meeting between 
Roberts and Gunn and Secretary of Agriculture, Henry C. Wallace. Wallace expressed great 
enthusiasm concerning the bright future of hybrid com. The second event was a detailed 
evaluation of three publicly financed research programs located at Purdue in Indiana, Iowa 
State College, and Funk Farms in Illinois. In 1934, association president Thomas Roberts, Sr. 
58 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
31-32. 
59 In September 1920, the USDA published a Farmer's Bulletin, based upon joint research by the 
Botany Department of Purdue College in Lafayette, Indiana and Funk Brothers Seed Company (the Funk Farms 
Federal Field Station of Bloomington, Illinois). This was the first federal publication to announce the 
significance of com hybridization to the farmers of the nation. It portrayed com as the prominent field crop in 
the U.S., with a greater value than wheat, oats, barley, rye, rice grain, sorghum and buckwheat combined. 
60 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 181-
186; Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 33. 
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and com breeder Charles Gunn officially formed the DeKalb County Agricultural 
Association. By 1935, the DeKalb County Agricultural Association had built an advanced 
hybrid seed com plant capable of processing 50,000 bushels a year. During the following 
year, the association added two more plants, one in Humboldt, Iowa, and the other in 
Mammoth, Illinois. Within ten years, DeKalb had built additional facilities at Grinnell and 
Storm Lake, Iowa, and Tuscola, Illinois. 
DeKalb's marketing plans were also innovative. They employed a farmer-dealer 
method of marketing, which benefited from superior customer service and was unmatched 
for rapid introduction and expansion of new products. An important component of the 
farmer-dealer formula was the choice of using outstanding, financially stable farmers, who 
used DeKalb hybrid seeds, as sales representatives in the marketing program. Another 
successful ploy was to plant and advertise demonstration plots along highly visible main 
highways. By 1937, both DeKalb and Lester Pfister successfully marketed hybrid seed 
com.61 
Lester Pfister. During the same time that Gunn and Roberts met Wallace in 1933, 
another man, Lester Pfister, was experimenting with Krug open-pollinated com varieties on 
his family farm at El Paso, Illinois. He developed, refined, and marketed his own hybrid, 
Inbred 187. 62 Unfortunately, for Pfister, the USDA released his new inbred free-of-charge to 
all state agricultural experiment stations and private companies such as Funk Brothers Seed 
61 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
48-51. 
62 In 1933, USDA agronomist, F. D. Richey, director of com investigations, requested from and 
received from Pfister, Inbred 187 seed, and released it free of charge for general public use. This and the farm 
depression of the era nearly destroyed the Pfister family business. Fortunately, with help from James Holbert of 
Funk farms, and favorable national media attention due to his plight, Pfister produced two remarkable follow-up 
hybrids that sold successfully. Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-
1940 (1990), p 60. Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions to Hybrid Com-Past and Future," 
Proceedings of Tenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference (1955), p. 110. 
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Company, DeKalb, and Pioneer Hi-Bred Com Company. This nearly crippled Pfister and his 
family financially, for the USDA never paid him for his discovery (the doctrine of 
intellectual property rights towards com breeding processes had not yet been established). 
The resourceful Pfister developed another hybrid variety for seed production, which sold 
quickly and successfully. Later, Pfister acquired 65 "associates" whom provided the 
foundation seed or parent seed com for com hybrids specially developed for their specific 
market areas. 63 
Pioneer. In 1919, Henry A. Wallace of Iowa traveled to the Connecticut Experiment 
Station and talked with East and Jones about their research. This was during the time when 
Jones was perfecting the fertility-restoring gene. The following year, Wallace began his own 
program of breeding and became the first to sell hybrid com seed in Iowa. By 1924, his 
single-cross Copper Cross hybrid had won a gold medal at the Iowa Com Yield Test.64 This 
resulted in brisk sales of his hybrid seed com. Wallace also sold his first seed contract to 
George Kurtzwiel, of Io~a Seed Company. 65 The seed. was such a success that by 1926 he 
established Hi-Bred Com Company (later named Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., 
subsidiary of the Du Pont Corporation). The goal of the company was to create new com 
hybrids and production of hybrid seed com. 66 
Funk. While Pioneer and DeKalb developed their own foundation seed through 
facilities and processing plants that were completely corporate owned, Funk and Pfister 
63 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
33, 55. 
64 E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), p. 68. 
65 See Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), 
p. 45, and Henry A. Wallac~ and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 111-
120, for a good review ofH. A. Wallace and the firm he started, Pioneer Hi-Bred Company. 
66 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 31; 
E. J. Kahn, Jr., The Staffs of Life (1985), pp.70-71. 
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managed their expansion via "associates." These "associates" individually owned their 
processing facilities and were under contract for specific marketing areas. For example, in 
1930, Claire Golden signed the first contractual agreement with Funk Brothers Seed 
Company, which permitted her seed sales in Northwest Illinois and East Iowa.67 By 1940, 13 
Funk "associates" were manufacturing and marketing Funk's hybrids seeds from Canada to 
the Gulf of Mexico and from the Rockies to the East Coast. In 1967, CPC International 
(formally Com Products Company) purchased Funk Brothers Seed Company, and for the 
first time it was publicly traded as Funk Seeds International. More recently, in 1974 CIBA-
GEIGY Corporation of Basel, Switzerland, bought Funk Seeds International from CPC.68 
Commercial Production. 
Shift in Research. Newcomers to the farm seed business first led the com industry 
during the early 1920s. These men brought with them novel ideas for seed production, 
development, and marketing, and brought new services for farmers. The most noteworthy 
change in hybrid com research was the transfer from public com breeding programs to 
private seed companies due to increased efficiencies of commercial production by private 
breeders. This industry is still highly competitive and consists of a wide range of types and 
sizes of companies, which benefits both the farmers and seed industry.69 As hybrid com 
67 See two books written by Helen M. Cavanagh, Funk of Funk's Grove (1968) and Seed, Soil and 
Science: The Story of Eugene D. Funk (1959), for sources of Funk history. Also see Deborah Fitzgerald, The 
Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 133-169, which provides an accurate 
portrayal of the Funk Seed Co., its history, and involvement of Perry Holden. 
68 The purchase of Funk Seeds International by CIBA-GEIGY forced several former Funk "associates" 
to merge and organize as Golden Harvest Seed, Inc. One of the company's strengths is derived from The J.C. 
Robinson Seed Company of Waterloo, Nebraska, which has the largest production facilities for hybrid seed 
com and has been family-owned and operated for more than a century. Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn 
Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 54. 
69 Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions to Hybrid Com-Past and Future," 
Proceedings of Tenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Coriference (1955), pp. 107-115. 
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research shifted from public sponsorship to the private sector, the importance of 
commercializing hybrid com production also gained importance within the private sector. 70 
Production Yields of Iowa. In 1933, 0.7 percent of Iowa com acreage was planted 
with hybrid seed. These p~rcentages increased to 2.1 percent, 6 percent, 14 percent in 1934, 
1935, and 1936. By 1937, several prominent commercial seed com producers expanded 
production. In addition to Wallace's Iowa based Hi-Bred Com Company, DeKalb Hybrid 
Com of Illinois established production facilities in Rumbolt, Iowa in 1936 and Grinnell, 
Iowa in 1938. By 1937, Iowa's hybrid com use increased to 38 percent, while the national 
average lagged far behind at 8 percent. By 1942, 99 percent of Iowa and 46 percent of the 
nation's cornfields were planted with hybrid com seeds. 71 
Seed Industry. An estimated 150-175 producers developed and sold hybrid seed com 
in the U.S. between 1940 and 1960. This represented a dramatic increase within a very 
specialized industry. The successes that these commercial enterprises achieved were 
designed to meet the changing needs of their customer farmers. Many of the companies that 
produced parent or foundation seed increased seed production by growing two crops a year. 
This feat was accomplished by growing the first crop in the Com Belt and the second in more 
distant locations such as Hawaii, Florida, or other warm winter locations. Some companies, 
such as Pioneer Hi-Bred, even ventured into Brazil and Argentina.72 
70 See Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 457-466, for 
planning an efficient seed com processing plant. Also see Henry A. Wallace, "Public and Private Contributions 
to Hybrid Com-Past and Future," Proceedings of Tenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Cmiference 
(1955), p. 111, regarding the commercial operations of DeKalb, Funk, Pioneer, and Pfister. 
71 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p.' 40; 
Corn Facts and Figures: A Reference Book (1944), pp. 8-11. 
72 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 56; 
Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 441-455; Leon Steele, "The 
Hybrid Com Industry in the United States," Maize Breeding and Genetics, ed. David B. Walden (1978), p. 39. 
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Post-Second World War Advances. In the 1940s, there was a tremendous increase in 
the demand for com products. Hybrid com, by virtue of better yields, helped meet these 
higher demands. In 1942, Iowa was the first state to plant its entire com acreage with hybrid 
com. During the post-Second World War period, hybrid com seed manufactures got another 
boost, this time in the form of major changes in farming practices. These changes were 
mostly due to the transfer from wartime production of armaments to domestic machinery, 
such as tractors and harvesters. The more efficient and more powerful mechanized tractors 
rapidly replaced the horse drawn equipment. By 1959, the double-cross hybrids (now planted 
throughout the U.S.) boosted national production to 4 billion bushels. Almost as remarkable 
was that this record harvest was produced on 83 million acres, nearly 30 million acres less 
than during 1932.73 
During the mid- l 960s, a new single-cross hybrid replaced the earlier double-cross 
hybrid varieties. The important differences between the double-crosses and more modem 
single-cross hybrids were that the new hybrids were more insect and disease resistant. In 
addition, the new single-crosses were more tolerant of increased plant density, and could 
absorb greater amounts of fertilizer, particularly nitrogen.74 
By 1970, the national com production reached 5.15 billion bushels. New hybrid 
developments during the 1970s and 1980s allowed the expansion of the land suitable for com 
growth beyond the traditional Com Belt. By 1992, national com production reached 8.8 
73 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
2-6. 
74 See Stanley D. Beck "Fundamemtal [sic] Studies Concerning Resistance to the European Com 
Borer," Proceedings of Fifteenth Annual Hybrid Corn Industry-Research Conference (1960), pp. 48-53, for 
basic studies concerning com resistance to the· European com borer. Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: 
Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 163-68; Broomhall's Corn Trade Year Book 1963 (1963), 
pp. 96-99; Paul C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 213; Henry A. Wallace 
and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), pp. 110, 194; A. L. Hooker, "Genetics 
of Disease Resistance in Maize," Maize Breeding and Genetics, ed .. David B. Walden (1978), pp. 319-332. 
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billion bushels harvested from 75.2 million acres, an average yield of 118 bushels per acre. 
During the 1930-34 era, the last years that open-pollinated com was planted, the national 
average of production was 2.36 billion bushels harvested from 110 million acres. Over time, 
although com has been planted on fewer acres, national production of com has continued to 
increase. From 1987-91, an average of 6.92 billion bushels was harvested from 63.3 million 
acres, despite the drought of 1988. Drought resistant com varieties and modem farming 
techniques, such as irrigation, have lessened the effects of adverse weather conditions.75 In 
1992, 8.2 billion bushels of com was harvested from 75.2 million acres, with an average 
yield of 118 bushels per acre. That same year, Dr. W. A. Russell (professor at Iowa State 
University) confirmed both a new national com production record and new Iowa Master's 
Com Yield Test record of279.72 bushels per acre.76 
Commercial Seed Industry Takes Shape. Nearly all of the early researchers trained at 
Land Grant colleges and carried out their history-making experiments at Land Grant 
experiment stations. Other noteworthy individuals who promoted hybrid com development 
include George F. Sprague, Frederick D. Richey, Raymond Baker, T. A. Kiesselbach, Ralph 
Bink, Norman Neal, G. H .. Stringfield, Stuart Smith, Michael Leonard, and A. M. Brunson.77 
Several private breeders, such has Wallace, Gunn, and Pfister cooperated closely with state 
and federal research programs. During the 1950s, research programs sponsored by private 
breeders at commercial firms out-performed those of tax-supported research programs. 
75 The use of irrigation in Iowa was predominately used to supply additional moisture to the crop in 
times of drought, whereas in the expansion of the west, irrigation was used to expand previously unsuitable land 
for farming. 
76 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 
4-6; Henry A. Wallace and William L. Brown, Corn and Its Early Fathers, revised ed. (1988), p. 17. 
77 Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 148-150; Paul 
C. Mangelsdorf, Corn: Its Origin Evolution and Improvement (1974), p. 227. 
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Besides the highlighted individuals and companies described above, other notable 
contributors deserve mention. 78 
Golden Harvest. During the 1970s, the Golden Harvest organization emerged from a 
joining of several individual companies such as Golden Seed Company of Cordova, Illinois, 
and The J.C. Robinson Seed Company of Waterloo, Nebraska. Golden Harvest provided its 
own research and com breeding staff and included an advertising program throughout the 
ComBelt.79 
Roswell Garst. During the 1980s, ICI (Imperial Chemical Industries, a British firm) 
acquired Garst Seed Company and the Edward J. Funk and Sons Company of Indiana as part 
of industry consolidation. 80 
Moving Beyond Traditional Hybrids. 
Modem Genome Research. By 1992, over 250 firms produced privately branded 
hybrid seed com throughout the U.S.81 In the same year, CIBA-GEIGY Seeds revealed that 
they were expanding their research efforts beyond pure hybrid development to include more 
78 The hybrid seed industry is a dynamic entity. A little known fact is that even very popular hybrid 
com varieties are only produced for approximately seven years before improved lines replace them. New hybrid 
seed strains must be certified and registered by each state's crop improvement association. For example, 
Minnesota State agricultural records indicate that between 1936-92, that DeKalb marketed 102 different 
hybrids. See Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 491-494, 
regarding Foundation Seed Organizations, pp. 495-506, regarding Seed Certification, and pp. 507-516, for 
government policy and legislation. Also see Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid Corn in 
Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), pp. 197-209, for Seed Certification. 
79 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 55; 
Robert W. Jugenheimer, Corn: Improvement, Seed Production, and Use (1976), pp. 467-483. -
80 See Harold Lee, Roswell Garst: A Biography (1984), for expanded information about the history of 
Garst and his relationships with the Wallace family and Nikita Khrushchev of the former Soviet Union. For 
example, this work reveals that Wallace provided Garst foundation stock to produce hybrid seed under a 
franchise agreement. Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 
(1992), pp. 44-45. 
81 See Wallaces Farmer Seed & Chemical Profile 92 (1993), pp. 1-9, for an excellent snap shot of 
Iowa, Minnesota, and Dakotas status of percent of acres raised in com, percent of com to other crops, percent of 
acres planted by brand names, and source of sales. See also Wallaces Farmer Seed & Equipment Profile Study 
1991 (1992), pp. 1, 5-19, regarding desired characteristics of hybrids, kernels per acre, row width, etc. Richard 
Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), pp. 43, 57. 
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advanced trans-genetic plant research. This research involved transferring DNA gene traits 
from one species to another, such as from a different plant or animal. The benefit of such 
gene transfer is to instill within the recipient plant certain selected characteristics such as 
increased tolerance and resistance. Many companies, which include biotech firms, 
pharmaceuticals, and chemical companies, are in hot pursuit of discovering the secrets of 
genetically modified organisms (GMO). However, as GMO products are developed, 
regulatory agencies, such as the USDA, must define and enforce standards and safety 
regulations before GMO or trans-genetic plants can be sold. 82 
Evolution within agricultural research has been most notable in the application of 
modem genetic principles, resulting in today's improved com quality, and increased 
production and crop yields. Yet, the contributions by chemists and plant physiologist must 
not go unnoticed. They have revealed the importance of proper nutrients required for growth 
and substances that can destroy weed and insect enemies. Finally, the machinery for planting, 
tending, harvesting, and processing crops, have also improved dramatically over time. 
Modem farm equipment has played an important role in transforming the knowledge gained 
in the lab into a practical reality. 83 
82 Richard Crabb, The Hybrid-Corn Makers: The Golden Anniversary Edition 1942-1992 (1992), p. 62. 
83 Grant G. Cannon, Great Men of Modern Agriculture (1963), p. 228. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
The early pioneers of agricultural science established procedures and standards used 
by present-day researchers. It was not until the late 1800s and early 1900s, that scientists 
began to directly apply the concepts of economics and business practices to institutional 
discoveries. The founding fathers of hybrid com research in the United States expanded the 
scope of research opportunities via experimental farms, educational institutions, and 
extension services. These processes eventually led to an industry dedicated to research and 
development of hybrid com seed products. 
This thesis surveys the historic, agricultural, and business aspects of hybrid com. The 
aim is to construct a framework that integrates agriculture, business, and history. To paint a 
clearer picture, examples illuminated the ancestry of com and key agricultural . innovations, 
provided an overview of com characteristics, and detailed its eventual hybridization. These 
innovations in agriculture helped increase both the volume and quality of com, and expanded 
its uses. In order to provide further illustration, several examples of farming innovation were 
provided. Detailed explanations of com anatomy and characteristics of com growth were 
included to better understan<,l hybridization. Finally, the institutions and individuals 
responsible for com hybridization, leading to our present-day commercial hybrid com seed 
industry, were chronicled. This portion highlighted how the pluralism of Land Grant colleges 
and private business entre}?reneurs has changed the way research and development and 
commercialization have characterized the hybrid com plant. 
At issue is a common humble grain, which has undergone nearly miraculous changes. 
Ancestral com has been around as long as man has walked the earth. As man has evolved, so 
too have agricultural technologies. Some of these include husbandry, crop domestication, 
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selective breeding processes, collegiate and industrial hybrid plant propagation programs, 
scientific breakthroughs in botany and chemistry, the concept of molecular genetics, and 
genetic engineering innovations. Historically, the motives behind agricultural improvements 
have varied and been vigorously debated by economists and academics. The technical 
progress of com development has opened the door for increased U.S. crop production and 
yields. Advances in genetically modified com have led to further increases in production and 
yields, improved nutritional value, greater climatic diversity, elevated biodiversity, and 
lessened soil damage, while at the same time reducing commodity costs. 
Technical advances and benefits of hybrid com products, although generally 
desirable, also have potential disadvantages, which fuel the objections of skeptics. Detractor 
questions accompany each new discovery and advance. These generally pertain to food 
safety, health matters, environmental consequences, moral and ethical questions, and 
advances in hybrid com leading to genetically modified organisms (GMO) products. Just as 
opponents voice their objections, so too do proponents stress the benefits of com 
advancements. The outcome of these discussions may result in life and death consequences 
for some Third World nations. The range of effects can be as dynamic as decreased food 
prices, improved ability to feed a starving populace (positive effect), and decreased 
commodity prices that drive away small and rural farmers (negative effect). The loss of small 
and rural farms, in particular, can have a devastating effect upon a nation's cultural well 
being. 
Agricultural historians refer to the early 1900s as a "watershed era" in scientific 
agricultural development. New methods of agricultural production developed concurrently 
with changes in society, including legal, political, economic, sociological, and technical 
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concerns. These advances were accompanied by increased interdependence between agrarian 
and industrial disciplines. Social evolution spread to the agricultural community, as 
witnessed by_ the growth of large corporate farms and the decline in the number of small 
family-owned farms. 1 
Com, traditionally, has had more impact upon American culture than wheat or rice. 
This is due to corn's unique developmental qualities and the ability to improve its germplasm 
for research and commercial production. For example, com naturally cross-pollinates, 
whereas wheat and rice are purely self-pollinated. Com's ability to cross-pollinate increases 
"hybrid vigor," (i.e. selects desired gene traits) which are then commercially exploited to 
produce improved com plants and greater yielding harvests.2 Early scientific researchers 
better understood com characteristics by refining the technique of cross-pollination, which 
produced improved open-pollinated varieties (OPVs).3 
Cutting-edge research is primarily conducted m the U.S. and Europe, although 
increases in research and development are evident in South America, India, and China. The 
benefits of biotechnical research in agriculture are attractive for numerous reasons, including 
increased crop resistance to disease and insects and improved com quality. 
Food sources have evolved through natural selection. Nearly all ingredients used in 
the production of food are derived from a living organism, whether it is an animal, plant, or 
microorganism. Darwin described the process of evolution through natural selection. 
1 Sheldon Krimsky and Roger Wrubel, Agricultural Biotechnology and the Environment: Science, 
Policy, and Social Issues (1996), p. 212. 
2 Michael L. Morris, "Maize in the Developing World: Waiting for a Green Revolution," ed. Michael 
L. Morris, Maize Seed Industries in Developing Countries (1998), p. 4. 
3 Donald N. Duvick, "Country Case Studies: The United States," ed. Michael L. Morris, Maize Seed 
Industries in Developing Countries (1998), p. 197. 
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Traditionally, this has occurred through spontaneous genetic changes that can be categorized 
as re-combination, mutation, and reproductive isolation. Farmers have unknowingly 
employed all these methods for eons to improve crops and livestock. These established 
farming traditions were recognized and utilized before Mendel's 1860s studies that 
formalized the laws of segregation and independent assortment.4 
This basic commodity has fostered ingenious technologies that benefit both rich and 
poor nations. The process by which this has been accomplished is as unique as the cultures it 
embraces. Traditionally, com farmers selected seed ears from the standing stalk. For 
competition and show, they entered the best ears of these open-pollinated varieties at fairs. 
Farmers incorrectly believed the prizewinners, based on visual appeal, would pass on their 
superiority to their progeny and thus improve yields. 
Eventually, Donald F. Jones, at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 
introduced the concept of double-cross hybrids, which involved four inbred parents. 
Unfortunately, the basic knowledge of genetic theory was still in its infancy. Many 
individuals and cooperation amongst federal and state governments and educational 
institutions would be required to develop the necessary research that had to important 
breakthroughs in the field of com hybridization. 
New procedures and processes required the contributions of numerous institutions 
and researchers. Genetic hybridization experiments were time-consuming and tedious. 
Knowledge acquired from experiments performed in the research laboratory spread to 
interested farmers. Still, some farmers were reluctant to use the new seed until they 
4 Strategy for assessing the safety of food produced by biotechnology. World Health Organization, 
Report ofa Joint FAO/WHO Consultation, (1991), p. 3. 
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recognized its benefit. In the early days, the agricultural colleges made the experiment station 
staff available to farmers and helped them organize Farm Bureaus and associations. 5 
The benefits of hybrid seed included increased production, more efficient use of 
fertilizer, and increased resistance to insects and diseases. Commercially, the higher quality 
and more stable yearly production resulted in greater uniformity in com production, thus 
· allowing large-scale mechanization. 6 
In the U.S. com hybridization was not only a technological achievement; it also had 
vital commercial ramifications. Thus, seed became an important commo~ity, a concept that 
had not gone unnoticed by investors and big business. 7 It was estimated that in 1992 there 
were six hundred seed companies in North America and four hundred in Western Europe. 
The U.S. seed market alone had an estimated worth of $4 billion, of which the com seed 
industry accounted for $1.5 billion. 
This thesis does not answer every question regarding the historical, agricultural, and 
business aspects of hybrid com, but it does construct an integrated framework of study. 
Additional research is required before this subject is deemed comprehensively and 
exhaustively investigated. The scope of this topic can fill volumes and also includes GMO 
advances in medicine, food, food additives, food processing, manufacturing, and as a source 
of fuel. 
In conclusion, this thesis does provide a framework that integrates agriculture, 
business, and history. As hybrid com is a blend of agricultural innovation and business 
5 Deborah Fitzgerald, The Business of Breeding Hybrid corn in Illinois, 1890-1940 (1990), p. 177. 
6 G. F. Sprague, "Hybrid Corn," The 1962 Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(1962), p. 106. 
7 Jean-Pierre Berlan and R.C. Lewonthin, "The Political Economy of Hybrid Corn," Monthly Review, 
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prowess, no study regarding com can be complete without a consideration of the sociology, 
culture, and economics that exert influence within the agricultural arena. Although hybrid 
com, in select cases has directly influenced the farmer, it in reality has developed as a 
compromise between theory and practicality. Achievements of educational institutions, 
farmers, and private entrepreneurs were most valuable if each participant kept mindful of the 
best interests of the other. Thus, this consideration of each party's driving influence and 
actions and the resultant product, is the foundation of this thesis. Although farmers, 
educational institutions, and private entrepreneurs had individual interests and goals, the 
roles of each became most evident when hybrid com development transferred from public 
colleges to the commercial arena. Both agriculture colleges and business entrepreneurs were 
strategically involved in early hybrid com research and often jointly worked on research, 
shared the fruits of the discoveries, benefited from each other's discipline, and openly 
applauded each other's contributions. 
July-August 1986, p. 37. 
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GLOSSARY 
Abscission. The natural process by which leaves or other parts are shed from a plant. 
Chemically this is accomplished via the growth inhibitor, abscisic acid, which 
promotes abscission, or leaf fall; dormancy in buds; and the formation of bulbs or 
tubers, possibly by preventing the synthesis of protein. Ethylene, another inhibitor, 
also causes abscission, perhaps by its destructive effect on auxins, and it also 
stimulates the ripening of fruit. 
Acre. A quantity of land equaling 4,840 yards, historically the amount of land a team of 
oxen could plow in a day. 
Aleurone. A protein occurring as granules in various plants, especially in seeds. The 
exterior coatings of the endosperm of a seed, which emerge as a coating or coatings 
of thick-walled cells. 
Annual. Dying after one season: used to describe a plant that flowers, produces seed, and 
dies in one growing season. 
Anther. A flower's pollen bearing part of the stamen, originally from t)ie Greek word 
anthos, meaning, "flower." Male flower part containing pollen: the top part of a 
stamen, which bears the pollen in pollen sacs. 
Auricle. Visible part of ear: the part of the external ear that projects outward from the head. 
Autotrophic. Able to manufacture nutrients: used to describe organisms, especially green 
plants, which are capable of making nutrients from inorganic materials. 
Axil. The space between a leaf or branch and the stem to which it is attached. 
Backcross. The intentional crossing of a hybrid with one of the parental types. 
Bacteriophage. A virus that lives in, and kills bacteria. 
Biotechnology. The integration of natural sciences and engineering sciences in order to 
achieve the application of organisms, cells, parts thereof and molecular analogues for 
products and services. · 
Breed True. The process that propagates the donor parents' observed attribute(s) 
(phenotype) to the next generation offspring. 
Bushel. By volume, 32 quarts. Depending upon commodity, by weight; wheat weighs 60 
· pounds, oats 32 pounds, and com seed 56 pounds. 
Carry-Over Seeds. A seed that is one year old or greater when it is planted. 
Caryopses. Seed of grass: a dry fruit that looks like a seed, borne by grasses and cereal 
crops such as wheat. 
Chemical Fertilizer. A liquid nutrition for plants that can be organic or inorganic. 
Commercial fertilizers are generally comprised of Nitrogen, (N) ( a derivative of 
ammonium sulfate, sodium nitrate, urea, or composite nitrogen); phosphoric acid, (P) 
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(P20s); and potash, (K) (a derivative of potassium oxide, K20). 
Chlorophyll. Green plant pigment used in photosynthesis: the green or sometimes purple 
pigment found in plants, algae, and some bacteria that is responsible for capturing the 
light energy needed for photosynthesis. In plants and algae, chlorophyll is contained 
within numerous minute membranous sacs (chloroplasts) within cells of the stems 
and leaves. 
Chromosomes. Under a microscope, it is the dark-staining substance visible in the nucleus 
of the cell during cell division. 
Corn Belt. The area in the United States where com is the major crop. The states include 
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa. 
Cornstalk. The vertical central stem part of the com plant. In most plants, its initial 
development occurs prior to seed dispersal: the embryonic stem, or hypocotyl, 
connects the radicle root with the seed leaves, or cotyledons. The cotyledons serve as 
centers of absorption and storage, drawing nutritive material from the endosperm. 
The cotyledons of many plants, such as the sunflower, function as primary 
photosynthetic organs after germination and before the development of foliage leaves 
from the plumule. 
Corn-Yield Test. A method for deciding which of several varieties of com produces the 
most grain per acre. 
Cross-Section. The material ordering of the inner part of a kernel or part of a plant that may 
be exhibited by slicing diagonally across any favored section. 
Cross-Breeding. The joining of a female and male plant or animal kindred to dissimilar 
specie, kind, races, class, or variety. 
Cross-Pollination. The method of plant reproduction where pollen from one plant is used to 
fertilize another, thereby not allowing for self-pollination or "selfing." 
Cultivator. A tool or devise used to disturb the soil ( or to break-up) and destroy weeds 
growing between the rows of crops. Jethro Tull's implement used ox drawn bidens or 
tridens. 
Detassel. A term used in com breeding when the tassel is physically removed from the plant. 
Dominant. In genetics; a character possessed by one of the parents that is manifested 
(dominant) in the hybrid to the apparent exclusion of the contrasted character from 
the other parent (recessive). That is, for pea color, yellow is dominant and green is 
recessive; when crossing a yellow and green pea, the first generation has yellow pea 
seeds, although.green is transmitted but does not appear in the presence of the factor 
for yellow. 
Ear. On the com plant, it is the large, dense, or heavy spike or spike-like inflorescence, 
which has a cob and attached grain. 
Embryo. A plant in initial developmental stage, the embryo is contained within the seed. 
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Endogenous. Produced inside an organism: originating or growing within an organism or 
tissue. 
Endosperm. The nutritive (starchy) membrane within the embryo vesicle of seed plant not 
including the germ portion. 
F 1 The nomenclature given to the first generation, when mating between two inbreeds. 
F2 When crossing two F1's or by self-pollinating an F1, it is the resultant second filial 
generation. 
Fertilization. In genetic breeding, it is the joining of a male gamete with an egg, a process 
essential in most plants to the development of seed. 
Fertilizer. A nutrient for plant growth organically derived from plants or animal wastes or in 
chemical form. See Chemical fertilizer. 
Floret. A small flower, especially one in a flowerhead consisting of many flowers. 
Food Additive. Any substance not normally consumed as a food by itself and not normally 
used as a typical ingredient of food, whether or not it has nutritive value, the 
intentional addition of which to a food for a technological (including organoleptic) 
purpose in the manufacture, processing, preparation, treatment, packing, packaging, 
transport or holding of such food results, or may be expected to result ( directly or 
indirectly), in it or its byproducts becoming a component of or otherwise affecting the 
characteristics of such foods. The term does not include "contaminants" or substances 
added to food for maintaining or improving nutritional qualities. From the Codex 
Alimentarius Commission. Procedural manual, 7th ed. Rome, F AO, 1989. · 
Forage. A plant food for domestic animals, such a~ hay or grain. 
Gene. A specific segment of DNA that acts as a code for a protein required for a particular 
function of the organism. Located in the chromosome, the assemblage of inheritance, 
which when united with the other genes governs the evolution of a quality 
characteristic. 
Genetics. The science that studies heredity, variation, and related phenomena. 
Genome. The total dietary material of a cell. 
Genus. Set of closely related species: a category in the taxonomic classification of related 
organisms, comprising one or more species. Similar genera are grouped into families. 
Broader term for something: the more general class or kind in which something is 
included, for example, the species "dog" is included in the genus "animal." 
Germ Cell. A cell capable of reproduction or of sharing in reproduction. 
Germ. The smallest element in an organism, for example, a spore or a fertilized egg, that is 
capable of growing into a complete adult or part. Also called germ cell. 
Glume. Base leaf on an ear: either of a pair of dry leaves at the base of the spikelet or in an 
ear of grass. 
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Gluten Protein. A protein combination found in some cereals, especially wheat. It makes 
dough elastic, and enables it to rise by trapping gas. 
Gramineous. In the grass family: belonging to the grass family. Grassy: resembling grass 
of, pertaining to, are characteristic of grasses. 
Graminivorous. Feeding on grasses, grains, or seeds. 
Harrow. A cultivating tool used to prepare soil by pulverizing and smoothing. Varieties 
range from peg-tooth harrows, spring-tooth harrows, and most common the disk 
harrows. 
Hectare. A surface measurement equivalent to 10,000 square meters or 2.47 acres. 
Hermaphroditic. A plant that tassels bare male flowers on the upper part of the tassel and 
female flowers on lower part 
Heterosis. Originating from the Greek heterosis, "alteration" and from heteros meaning 
"other." The notion qf improved vigor or potential for continuous development of 
successive established traits by crossbred animals or plants as compared with those 
attributable to inbreeding. 
Heterozygous. Heterozygous life forms usually either resemble the life forms homozygous 
for the dominant characters or are intermediate with respect to this character. A plant 
is said to be homozygous for a given character when all its sperm cells transmit 
identical genes for this character. 
Hull. The external bands of plant tissue that envelops the kernel of com. 
Hybrid Corn Seed Industry. The various hybrid com businesses that participate in all 
facets of breeding, producing, and retailing hybrid seed com. 
Hybrid Vigor. The prodigy in whom the cross of two lines or strains produces a hybrid that 
shows increased vigor over either parent. 
Hybrid. The resultant progeny from two animals or plants of unlike breeds, varieties, etc. In 
agronomy, hybrid means the lineage of highly inbred lines that manifests the marked 
vigor called "heterosis." 
Inbred Line. A relatively homozygous line produced by inbreeding and selection. 
Inbred-Variety Cross. The F 1 cross of an inbred with a variety of com. 
Inbreeding. The intentional breeding of closely related animals or plants, such as mother-
son, daughter-father, or daughter-son. In some plants such as com, the plant is known 
as self-fertilizing, that is, both male and female structures develop, and can therefore 
. reproduce itself. The process of inbreeding increases the chances of recessive genes 
matching and resultant expression. 
Inflorescence. Flowering part of a plant: a flowering structure that consists of more than one 
flower and usually comprises distinct individual flowers. Also called flowerhead. 
Inflorescence is a term applied to flower clusters borne on a specialized extension of 
the stem. A few flowerin!,1; plants, such as the tulip, are solitary; they bear a single 
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flower at the end of a stem. The majority of flowering plants, however, bear more 
than one flower at branch ends. The inflorescence, which includes the branch and the 
flowers it bears, is classified according to the type of branch and arrangement of 
flowers on the floral branches. The three main types of inflorescences are racemose 
inflorescences, in which the tip of the main floral branch does not bear a flower, 
although its lateral or side branches usually terminate in a flower; cymose 
inflorescences, in which the tips of both the main floral branch and the lateral floral 
branches are terminated by flowers; and mixed inflorescences, which combine 
features of the racemose and cymose types. 
Kernel. The fundamental part of a seed embodied within the seed coat. Also, the whole 
grain of com. 
Leach. The process in which water or chemical liquid is percolated through a medium (soil) 
to segregate the soluble components. 
Legume. A member of the dicotyledonous plant family. Other members include alfalfa, 
beans, peas, trefoil, etc. Legumes have the characteristics that better allows them to 
react with soil bacteria, and thereby draw nitrogen from the air and store it in the 
plant's root nodules. 
Ligule. Strap-shaped extension of a floret found in the flower heads of some members of the 
daisy family and in some grasses. Outgrowth on a leaf in grasses: an outgrowth at the 
junction of the leaf sheath and leaf blade in a grass, typically a membranous or scaly 
flap but in some grasses a ring of hairs. 
Meiosis. Originating fro_m the Greek meioun, meaning, "to make smaller." It refers to the 
biological splitting of chromosome genes and segregation of handed down 
determiners that occur during the splitting of reproductive cells. 
Mendel's Laws. Mendel theorized three basic principles of heredity: dominance, 
segregation, and recombination. According to these laws, component characters occur 
in certain tangible predicted proportions (3:1; 1:2:1; 1:1; 9:3:3:1; etc.) among the 
progeny of a given mating. 
Mesocotyl. The slender white stem that grows between the kernel and the surface, above 
which, a green stem grows. 
Mid-West. An area that ranges from Ohio to central Nebraska, from central Minnesota to 
Arkansas. Not an exact term. 
Midrib. The thicker portion of a com leaf located midway between the two edges. 
Mitosis. Originating from the Greek mitos, meaning "a thread." The sequence of stages that 
a nucleus changes during normal cell division, and by which each of the daughter 
cells receive a set of chromosomes similar to that possessed by the parent. 
Mucilaginous. Producing mucilage: relating to or producing mucilage. A moist and sticky 
glue-like substance, found on the external portion of a silk or style. 
Nucleus. A highly refractive, deeply staining body of specialized protoplasm found within 
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nearly all cells. The chromosomes are found in the nucleus. 
Oil Cake. Once used as fertilizer, Oil Cake is now used as high-protein animal feed. 
Derived from the non-liquid remains of cottonseed, soybeans, flax, etc., after 
extracting its oil. 
Out-Cross. A cross to an individual not closely related. 
Panicle. Flower cluster along stern: a cluster of flowers on a plant consisting of a number of 
individual stalks (racemes) each of which has a series of single flowers along its 
length. Pyramid-shaped flower cluster: a loose branching pyramid-shaped cluster of 
flowers. 
Perennial. Lasting over 2 years: used to describe a plant that lasts for more than two 
growing seasons, either dying back after each season, as some herbaceous plants do, 
or growing continuously, as some shrubs do. 
Pericarp. The developed or ripened ovary barrier around the seed sometimes called the hull. 
See hull. 
Pesticide. Any substance intended for preventing, destroying, attracting, repelling or 
controlling any pest including unwanted species of plants or animals during the 
production, storage, transport, distribution and processing of food, agricultural 
commodities, or animal feeds, or which may be administered to animals for the 
control of ectoparasites. The term includes substances intended for use as plant 
growth regulator, defoliant, desiccant, fruit thinning agent, or sprouting inhibitor, and 
substances applied to crops either before or after harvest to protect the commodity 
from deterioration during storage and transport. The term normally excludes 
fertilizers, plant and animal nutrients, food additives, and animal drugs. From the 
Codex Alirnentarius Commission. Procedural manual, 7th ed. Rome, F AO, 1989. 
Photosynthesis. Carbohydrate production using light and chlorophyll: a process by which 
green plants and other organisms produce simple carbohydrates from carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen, using energy that chlorophyll or other organic cellular pigments absorb 
from radiant sources. 
Pistil. Consists of the ovary, style, and stigma and is the ovule-bearing organ of a seed plant. 
Pistillate. Having one or more pistils but usually without stamens. 
Plumule. Rudimentary shoot: the rudimentary primary shoot of a plant embryo. 
Pollen. The male element or spore of the plant, produced by the. anthers. The dusty or sticky 
substances coincide to the sperm of animals. 
Progeny Testing. An assessment of hereditary characters-the genotype-of a plant or 
animal by an analysis of the descendants in controlled breeding. 
Protein. A member of a notably intricate mixture of amino acids class occurring naturally. 
Protein is generally identified to be the nitrogenous portion of plants and animals. 
Radicle Embryonic Root. The part of a plant embryo that forms the root of the young plant. 
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Recessive. A terminology used to describe one member of a pair of genes lacking the ability 
to manifest itself when the other or dominant member is present. 
Recombinant DNA (r-DNA). The combination formed by joining segments.,$f DNA from 
different types of organisms. Taken from the guidelines for the use and safety of 
genetic engineering techniques or recombinant DNA technology, Washington, D.C., 
Inter-American Institute for Corporation on Agriculture, 1988. 
Root Pressure. The source of energy used, largely osmotic, where water is forced upwards 
from the roots to the stem system. 
Rotation. A crop management system where a particular sequence of crop plants is grown 
on specified plots in successive years. Older traditions of rotation included a year of 
legume planting to rejuvenate the nitrogen content of the soil. 
Scutellum Leaf. The shield-shaped embryonic leaf ( cotyledon) of a grass seed. 
Seed Corn Producer. A company, partnership, or individual person or variations of such 
relationship that grow hybrid seed com and prepare it for sale. 
Self ed. See Self-pollinated. 
Self-Fertilized. A process in which both parents are bred from the same plant or animal, via 
its own pollen or sperm. See Selfed. 
Self-Pollination. A process in which the anthers of the plant pollinate the same plant. See 
Selfed. 
Sibmating. The crossing of siblings, two or more individuals of the same parentage 
(brother-sister mating). 
Side-Dressing. Applying fertilizer to the side of a row of com at planting time or at a later 
date. 
Silage. A luscious winter-feed for livestock through the process of fermentation. Fodder or 
forage can be either green or matured and then fermented. 
Single-Cross. A cross between two inbred lines. 
Solids-Not-Fat. The portion of milk that is neither water nor buttermilk. What remains is the 
mineral or inorganic portion. 
Sperm. The spermatozoon, spermatosome, or sperm cell of the male. 
Spikelet. A small part of flower cluster, a small flower spike, especially any of the basic 
units of the flower cluster of a grass or sedge. 
Stamen. The male organ of the plant producing the male gamete or fertilizing cell, which 
consists of the anther and the filament. 
Staminate With Stamens. Used to describe plants that have stamens, especially flowers 
with stamens but without female parts (carpels) 
Stigmas. The part of a flower's female reproductive organ (carpel) that receives the male 
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pollen grains. It is generally located at the tip of a slender projecting style. 
Stoma. Plant pore: a tiny pore in the outer layer (epidermis) of a plant leaf or stem that 
controls the passing of water vapor and other gases into and out of the plant. 
Styles. Flower part: an extension of a flower's ovary, shaped like a stalk, which supports the 
stigma. 
Teosinte. A tall annual grass of Mexico and Central America, related to, and perhaps the 
ancestor of, com and grown as forage. Latin name: Zea mexicana L. 
Three-Way Cross. A cross between a single cross and an inbred line. 
Tissue. Inside the stem of the plant, the central spongy tissue of the stem of a vascular plant. 
Also called medulla. ·spongy interior of body part: the soft spongy inner material of a 
part of the body such as a hair shaft or bone. 
Topsoil. About 6 inches of soil nearest the surface. 
Transpiration. In flora, the effusion of liquid-like moisture from the exterior of the green 
fibrous tissue of the plant. 
Trefoil. Any of various plants of the genera Treifolium, Lotus, and related genera, having 
compound leaves with three-lobed leaves, especially clover. 
Urea. Normally found in animal urine, a nitrogenous compound used in animal feeds and in 
fertilizer. 
Variegated. In botany: with patches of lighter color: marked with or containing patches of 
lighter color. 
Xenia. The genetic effect of pollen: the effect of genes carried by pollen on the food storage 
tissue (endosperm) of the pollinated seed. The instantaneous effect of pollen on the 
endosperm due to the circumstance of double fertilization, which may allow the male 
parent to affect the appearance of the seed. 
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